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Abstract
Thesis deals with objects characterization by means of wideband signals. More
specifically, radar cross section and high-resolution images are used to describe scat-
tering behavior of objects in wide frequency band.
The aim of this thesis is then to develop a simple method allowing to predict
accurate far field radar cross section of objects from their near field measurements
and subsequently calculate high-resolution images of their contours.
According to these facts, appropriate techniques are investigated and thoroughly
described. Circular near-field to far-field radar cross section prediction technique
is selected to correct data obtained from mono-static, near field measurement of
scattered field of selected electrically large objects. One-plane measurements are
undertaken in full anechoic chamber at frequencies ranging from 3 GHz to 18 GHz.
Obtained results are then compared to simulated values and discussed. Since test
antenna introduces tapering errors into measured radar cross section values, its
broadband radiation patterns are computed employing novel antenna impulse re-
sponse measurement technique. Radiation pattern correction is subsequently em-
ployed in proposed overall computational method. Obtained results show good
correspondence with simulated patterns. In order to verify its applicability in im-
age processing, images of selected objects are created by means of inverse synthetic
aperture radar technique. Following achieved results, presented overall correction
scheme is proven to be suitable for both, radar cross section calculation as well for
restoring contour of object shape in image domain.
Abstrakt
Dizertacˇn´ı pra´ce pojedna´va´ o charakterizaci objekt˚u pomoc´ı sˇirokopa´smovy´ch
signa´l˚u. V uzˇsˇ´ım smyslu se jedna´ o urcˇen´ı jejich efektivn´ı odrazne´ plochy v sˇiroke´m
frekvencˇn´ım pa´smu a na´slednou obrazovou rekonstrukci tvaru na za´kladeˇ jejich roz-
ptylovy´ch vlastnost´ı.
C´ılem te´to dizertacˇn´ı pra´ce je tedy navrhnout ucelenou metodu pro z´ıska´n´ı
prˇesny´ch hodnot efektivn´ı odrazne´ plochy objekt˚u z meˇrˇen´ı jejich odrazivosti v
bl´ızke´m za´rˇive´m poli. Na za´kladeˇ teˇcho vy´sledk˚u je dalˇs´ım c´ılem rekonstrukce obraz˚u
s vysokou rozliˇsitelnost´ı tvaru meˇrˇeny´ch objekt˚u.
Dle vyty´cˇeny´ch c´ıl˚u je v pra´ci popsa´n soucˇasny´ stav dane´ problematiky. Da´le jsou
podrobneˇ rozebra´ny metody pouzˇite´ pro vlastn´ı rˇesˇen´ı. K z´ıska´n´ı potrˇebny´ch dat je
navrzˇeno monostaticke´ meˇrˇen´ı odrazivosti elektricky velky´ch objekt˚u v bezodrazove´
komorˇe v sˇiroke´m frekvencˇn´ım pa´smu 3 - 18 GHz. Meˇrˇen´ı vycha´z´ı z cylindricke´ho
skenova´n´ı, avsˇak v tomto prˇ´ıpadeˇ jsou uskutecˇneˇna pouze pro jeden horizonta´ln´ı
rˇez. Z charakteru meˇrˇen´ı vycha´z´ı vybrana´ metoda umozˇnˇuj´ıc´ı prˇepocˇet nameˇrˇeny´ch
dat do vzda´lene´ oblasti a na´sledne´ vyja´drˇen´ı efentivn´ı odrazne´ plochy. Vypocˇ´ıtane´
vy´sledky jsou porovna´va´ny s hodnotami z´ıskany´mi simulacemi dany´ch objekt˚u a
na´sledneˇ diskutova´ny. Kv˚uli male´ meˇrˇene´ vzda´lenosti je nutne´ pocˇ´ıtat s chybami
zp˚usobeny´mi neuniformn´ı vyzarˇovac´ı charakteristikou ante´ny. Dalˇs´ı cˇa´st te´to pra´ce
proto popisuje novou metodu pro z´ıska´n´ı sˇirokopa´smovy´ch vyzarˇovac´ıch charakteris-
tik ante´n z meˇrˇen´ı jejich impulzn´ıch odezev jak v cˇasove´, tak ve frekvencˇn´ı oblasti.
Takto z´ıskane´ hodnoty jsou na´sledneˇ pouzˇity pro eliminaci vlivu ante´ny v popiso-
vane´ transformacˇn´ı metodeˇ. Z koncˇeny´ch vy´sledk˚u vyply´va´ dobra´ shoda se simulo-
vany´mi hodnotami. Pouzˇitelnost celkove´ navrzˇene´ metody meˇrˇen´ı a korekce dat je
da´le zkouma´na na obrazech vytvorˇeny´ch pomoc´ı techniky inverzn´ı synteticke´ aper-
tury. Vesˇkere´ dosazˇene´ vy´sledky potvrzuj´ı schopnost a vhodnost popsane´ho postupu
jak prˇi vy´pocˇtu efektivn´ı odrazne´ plochy, tak pro detekci obrys˚u r˚uzny´ch objekt˚u.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Objects characterization by means of radio wave signals plays important role
across many industry fields and applications. The term itself covers objects de-
tection, localization and even determination of their shape. Radio waves, travel-
ing within medium, reflect from obstacles, objects (that act as inhomogeneities) if
their conductivity, dielectric and magnetic properties differ from properties of the
medium. Re-radiated waves, created by currents induced in various points of an
object, are summed differently in space depending on mutual phase relations. Re-
sulting scattered field is consequently a product of incident waves having defined
frequency and polarization as well as shape and electromagnetic properties of the
object.
Knowing the intensity of backscattered field reflected from the object at certain
aspect angle (or within whole angular span), the range from object to observation
point can be determined and vice versa. In the terms of radar surveillance, this
backscattered field is referred as radar cross section (RCS).
RCS measurement and determination is very important especially in military
applications worldwide. The amount of backscattered power received by radar de-
termines its maximum operational range and indicates detectability and trackability
of an object, therefore there is an effort to reduce RCS of many targets as aircrafts,
ships, missiles, etc.; [1], [2],[3]. Contrary to that, in automotive industry, knowing
RCS of cars leads to development and implementation of adaptive cruise control sys-
tems and/or forward vehicle collision warning systems into cars in order to prevent
or mitigate vehicle collisions; [4], [5], [6].
In the above mentioned cases, only mono or multi-frequency RCS characteriza-
tion is often used. In practice, major problem of narrow-band radars is target-clutter
separation owing to limited possibilities of clutter mitigation, since low-RCS targets
can have similar or even smaller backscatter compared to their clutter environment
(boats in sea, targets in forests, housing developments etc.). The term clutter mostly
refers to undesirable reflections from environment that reduce detectability of tar-
get. Broadband radar systems (based i.e. on pulsed, stepped frequency, frequency
modulated signals) are therefore used instead for their down-range resolution and
penetration capabilities. Clutter can be than subtracted by means of time gating,
Doppler filtering etc.; [7]. Following this, broadband backscattered signals can be
used for targets shape reconstruction by means of Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)
and its inverse form (ISAR). In the case of SAR, Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR)
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is widely used in the field of geophysical surveying for subsurface mapping, highway,
building construction, archeology, for concealed and buried objects detection etc.;
[8], [9], [10].
On the other hand, ISAR plays important role in maritime and airborne forces,
where it is a powerful tool for characterization of scattering properties of radar
targets, thus for automatic target recognition based on RCS; [11].
In both cases, measurements in far-field condition is assumed. Following theory,
distance between radar and target needs to meet far-field criteria which implies the
backscattered field can be approximated by plane wave at receive antenna.
Generally, obtaining precise RCS characteristics of electrically large-sized objects
requires outdoor test ranges, [12]. Such measurement systems are very expensive
and also extensive test sites are needed. However, the range can be effectively re-
duced i.e. by Compact Antenna Test Range (CATR) arrangement, [13]. The setup
consisting of transmit antenna and reflector creates plane wave illumination of ob-
ject under test. This technique requires a high-quality reflector and suffers from
edge diffraction that limits size of volume, where illumination can be considered
as plane wave (so called quite zone). Since the RCS measurements have begun
important and challenging discipline across wide scientific society and research cen-
ters, the indoor RCS measurement techniques and systems have been developed as
more affordable and all-weather usable alternative. Besides compact ranges, scaled
model measurements are frequently employed to obtain RCS of original-sized ob-
jects, [14], [15]. Nevertheless, operational frequency increases together with model
scaling. That leads to high demands on measurement system. Nowadays, computa-
tional possibilities of personal computers allow to incorporate simulation methods
in modeling and prediction of RCS. Electromagnetic full-wave simulators, such as
CST Microwave Studio, FEKO, ANSYS HFSS, etc., use basically powerful Method
of Moments (MoM) and Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) methods to effec-
tively simulate RCS of various objects; [16], [17]. Even though are these techniques
good for RCS modeling in regime, where the wavelength and target size are compa-
rable, calculation of RCS at high frequencies became difficult, especially in case of
complex geometries of target. As frequency increases, the number of mesh cells (or
wire meshes) dramatically increases.
Another technique of acquiring RCS pattern of electrically large objects at high
frequencies in indoor facilities is based on near-field (NF) measurements. The es-
timate of far-field (FF) RCS pattern can be extrapolated from NF measurements
of the object. Basic concepts have been adopted and used from NF antennas radi-
ation pattern measurements since early 1970’s; [18]. NF to FF techniques became
applicable world-wide with development of frequency-swept systems able to mea-
sure both, amplitude and phase of signal and process measured data by means of
fast Fourier transform (FFT). Nowadays, there are still challenges in obtaining FF
RCS from NF data since correct NF measurement involves, according to equiva-
lence principle, a knowledge of the field on surface enclosing target. Furthermore,
from scattering point of view, transmit and receive antenna need to scan contin-
uously and independently whole surface. This condition is practically not feasible
and some approximative measurement technique need to be used instead.
The next challenge rises from the NF measurement itself, where phase of signals
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is involved in FF reconstruction process. Measured object is located in NF of the
transmit/receive antenna and vice versa, thus phase and amplitude variation of
antenna radiation pattern influences the power distribution on the object. Therefore,
wide-beam antennas with uniform main beam are used in order to cover whole target
extent if possible and also correction techniques are developed to compensate the
antenna radiation pattern influence.
Possible phase errors lead in amplitude errors of main/side-lobes in reconstructed
RCS pattern, their misalignment and undistinguished nulls between them. In case
of image reconstruction by means of ISAR, individual scattering centers are pre-
dominantly misaligned and can create new false ones.
3
Chapter 2
State of the Art
Following chapter describes state of the art and present trends in RCS measure-
ments focused on NF techniques and error correction methods and image processing
by means of ISAR. First section briefly presents RCS definition. Next sections deal
with measurement principles, used waveforms and techniques employed in FF and
NF regimes. Selected circular NF to FF method is thoroughly described. Following
section is then dedicated to errors occurring in both FF and NF measurements, and
also to their correction techniques. Finally, last part of this chapter briefly describes
ISAR imaging method based on computed tomography processing. In addition,
clutter minimizing technique employing statistical method Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) is introduced.
Presented RCS state of the art and described techniques are closely related to
this thesis.
2.1 RCS Definition
The electromagnetic scattering properties of objects became important after in-
vention of the radar in early 1940’. However, in 1900, Nicola Tesla proposed that
electromagnetic waves reflections could be used to detect metallic objects. In 1908,
Gustav Mie published a paper [19], where he outlined computation of light scatter-
ing by small spherical particles using Maxwell’s electromagnetic theory. The first
”target” was localized by american electrical engineers Albert H. Taylor and Leo C.
Young of the Naval Research Laboratory (USA) in 1922, when the wooden boat ac-
cidentally interfered with their continuous wave (CW) signals. Thirteen years later
Robert Watson-Watt suggested that radio waves might be used to detect aircraft at
a distance. Since then, an intensive research has begun in the field of radar systems
and targets localization. In the early 1950s, members of Britain’s Royal Aircraft
Establishment (RAE) at Farnborough started looking at so called ”radar echoing
area”. The term Radar Cross Section has come into use later. Further experimen-
tal work in the field of radar design and RCS measurements together with analytic
efforts helped to increase the understanding of scattering mechanisms; [20].
The backscattering of the target is a complex phenomenon since total backscat-
tered field is formed from individual reflections of the scattering centers, represent-
ing reflective parts of target with their scattering mechanisms. The most significant
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parts of backscattered field of common target are specular reflection from the flat
surfaces oriented perpendicularly to the receive antenna and reflections from the
corners. The other contributions state for edges and tips diffraction, creeping waves
and resonant parts sources. The distribution of overall scattered field, as well as its
polarization, changes with orientation of the target according to radar and depends
on polarizations of transmit (Tx) and receive (Rx) antennas, that may be arbitrary
in the general case. The incident wave with certain polarization excites currents
in the target which re-radiate in a scattered wave in all directions with generally
non-specified polarization. From the theory, this reflected wave can be broken down
into two orthogonal linearly polarized parts. In most radar systems, linear Tx/Rx
antennas are employed and therefore only co-polarized part of the reflected wave is
received. This amount of energy actually characterizes the RCS.
Known RCS of a target σ, among other parameters, that mainly characterize
radar system, determines range R between the target and radar. It is described by
well known radar equation, see Eq. (2.1). Here, λ is wavelength of radar system. Pr
and Pt stand for power received and transmitted by antennas with gains Gtx and Grx
respectively, measured at detector/generator terminals. Constant L then represents
losses in the system (cable, polarization losses, impedance mismatch etc.), [21].
R = 4
√
PtGtxGrxλ
2
PrL(4pi)3
σ (2.1)
However, RCS is formally defined as a power density scattered in specified di-
rection (θ, φ) obtained at the receive antenna Sr normalized to incident plane wave
at the target Si in specified direction. Its mathematical expression is stated in Eq.
(2.2). The definition can be also described as a projected area of a substituted
electrically large metal sphere which would return the same echo signal as a given
target.
σ = lim
R→∞
4piR2
|Sr(f, θ, φ)|2
|Si(f, θ, φ)|2 (2.2)
The limit in Eq. (2.2) ensures plane wave propagation of both, incident and
scattered waves. An assumption inherent to the definition is mutual independence
of both, target and the radar. It means that incident field at the target and also
scattered field at the receive antenna are solely functions of the antenna and target.
If this condition is not met or any other targets or noise signals (referred as clutter)
are present, the errors occur in the measurements. These need to be eliminated by
changing measurement technique and/or subsequent calibration of the system and
data post-processing.
As it is seen from Eq. (2.2), the RCS has dimensions of area - m2. Due to a big
variation in RCS of particular objects (or across objects compared to each other),
unit of RCS is therefore stated rather in logarithmic scale dBsm. It is obvious from
Tab. 2.1 of maximum RCS of selected objects in X-band (8-12 GHz).
Comparing the conventional planes or bombers (i.e. B-52 invented in 1950’s)
with stealth aircrafts incorporating advanced stealth technologies (B-2, F-117) their
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Table 2.1: RCS of selected objects in X-band,
[22].
Object RCS (m2) RCS (dBsm)
Car 100 20
B-52 100 20
B-1 10 10
Cabin cruiser 10 10
F-16 5 7
Mig-21 3 4.8
Man 1 0
F-18 1 0
Typhoon 0.5 -3
Tomakawk SLCM 0.05 -13
Bird 0.01 -20
F-117 Nighthawk 0.003 -25
Insect 0.001 -30
B-2 0.0001 -40
RCSs are typically multiple orders of magnitude higher, whereas stealth aircrafts
can reach signatures below the RCS of birds and some big insects, see Tab. 2.1.
The Eq. (2.1) and Tab. 2.1 show that RCS of the target can dramatically change
the maximum detection range. For instance, the US airborne warning and control
system (AWACS) can detect target with and RCS of 7 m2 at a range of at least 370
km. However, stealth missiles could be undetected up to 108 km. With their travel
speed 805 km/h, only 8 minutes remain to locate and destroy them; [22]. From the
radar point of view, mainly statistical values of targets RCS are useful whereas in the
field of RCS reduction/augmentation the knowledge of precise spatial distribution
of RCS as well as its frequency-dependent characteristics are important for shaping
the target and radar absorbent material (RAM) usage.
As it was written earlier, RCS of each target varies differently with the change of
frequency. However, three frequency regimes - Rayleigh, Mie and Fraunhofer region
- are defined to describe RCS changes within wide frequency band. This behavior is
valid for almost all structures and it is further described for sphere. In the case of
low-frequency Rayleigh region, objects dimensions are considerably smaller than
used wavelength of radar system and RCS is approximately proportional to fourth
power of frequency (for sphere applies σ = 9pir2(kr)4). In the second, Mie region,
referred also as resonant, the radar wavelengths are comparable to object dimensions
and therefore RCS oscillates in this region. At higher frequencies, in Fraunhofer
(or optical) region, where wavelengths are much smaller compared to object, vari-
ations of its RCS are moderate with increasing frequency. In case of sphere, RCS
is then proportional to its silhouette surface (σ = pir2). Mentioned regions are de-
picted for RCS of sphere as it is illustrated in Fig. 2.1, where r represents its radius;
[23].
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Figure 2.1: RCS of the sphere.
2.2 RCS Measurement Principles
RCS measurements, as well as test sites and instrumentation, are very closely
related to measurements of antennas characteristics. Detailed antenna measurement
techniques were published in many publications, i.e. [24], [25], [26]. Illuminated tar-
get acts basically as an antenna - it re-radiates the incident energy to space according
to its electrical parameters and shape as well as operating frequency, direction of
incident and scattered waves and according to polarization of the incident field. It
means that RCS measurement is treated as antenna measurement and therefore
near-fields and far-fields of the target are defined in the same manner. Following
this, the same measurement techniques are employed as in the case of antennas. RCS
measurement principles are summarized in the Radar Cross Section Handbook; [23].
Typical measurement system consists of generator, Tx/Rx antenna and a detec-
tor. Based on the configuration, there are two basic measurement radars: mono-
static and bi-static. Comprehensive list of radar systems can be found in [28].
Mono-static system employs one antenna for transmitting and receiving signal.
Resulting mono-static RCS is in most cases a function of target-radar orientation.
Mono-static radar systems are widely used and mono-static RCS is then basic target
characteristic.
In bi-static (or multi-static) case, [29], separate Tx, Rx antennas are used. Re-
sulted bi-static RCS is then measured with antennas separated by a few degrees
up to 180 degrees, where Tx antenna, target and Rx antenna lie in one line. It
is also often stated as a function of bi-static angle (mutual angle of Tx antenna -
target - Rx antenna). Compared to mono-static case, bi-static RCS of some targets
can be higher for certain Tx-Rx antennas topology; [30]. It can be shown on CST
simulation of RCS of metallic sphere, see Fig. 2.2. Its diameter is 10λ and it is
illuminated by plane wave propagating along ”z” axis (toward z = 0).
As it is seen, the value of bi-static RCS at angle 180° is about 30 dB higher then
mono-static RCS, that is -11.5 dBsm. The principle of forward scattering of sphere
was derived in 1908 by Mie; [19]. Based on Babinet’s theorem, only silhouette of the
target, that is seen by Rx antenna, is needed to create the same scattered field; [31].
This property is used in many bi-static passive/active radar systems, i. e. Czech
radar systems Tamara, Vera; [32].
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Figure 2.2: Bi-static RCS of the sphere, d = 30 cm (10λ).
In RCS measurement, in addition to amplitude and phase, also polarization of
transmitted and scattered field can be utilized to describe scattering parameters of
the target. In this way, target acts as a polarization transformer. Its properties
can be described by 2x2 coherent scattering matrix, commonly denoted as Sinclair
matrix [S], see Eq.(2.3); [33].[
Er−V
Er−H
]
=
[
SV V SV H
SHV SHH
][
Et−V
Et−H
]
(2.3)
Measuring the target, received scattered field Er−V,H has, in general, different
polarization from incident field Et−V,H . The transform is represented by complex
Sinclair scattering matrix [S]. Here, SV V and SHH are co-polarized components,
whereas SV H and SHV state for cross-polar components. Measuring passive and
static targets, cross-polar terms are identical.
The polarimetric-based measurement approaches are nearly identical to basic
RCS measurement [34], [35], [36], as well as calibration techniques (based on refer-
ence object) [33], [37], background subtraction [38] etc.
2.2.1 Used Waveforms
The main purpose of RCS measurement is obtaining scattered field at certain
angular extent of the target at given frequency or within defined frequency range.
The operating frequency bandwidth together with used waveform determine re-
quirements on measuring instrumentation. Basically, most used transmit signals
are based on following approaches:
1. Continuous wave (CW),
2. Gated CW,
3. Frequency modulated CW,
4. Stepped frequency CW,
5. Pulsed signals.
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In the first case, CW radar stands for basic and most simple mono-frequency
radar system. Despite its impossibility to provide range information, it is still widely
used as a Doppler radar in many applications, [27]. To resolve range or targets
separation, a time reference of the received echo need to be known. It is achieved
by modulating the transmit signal, mostly by three basic techniques, [39]:
 amplitude modulation,
 frequency modulation,
 phase modulation.
Gated CW systems represent form of CW radars, referred also as pulsed
Doppler radars, where the mono-frequency signal is amplitude-modulated by On-
Off keying to generate pulsed CW waveform in order to obtain range information.
It combines advantages of both, pulsed and CW systems. By appropriate timing of
On-Off states - pulse repetition frequency (PRF), clutter and other reflections can be
separated from target reflection and only one antenna can be used for transmitting
and receiving, [39].
Frequency modulation of CW (FMCW) is one of the most common technique
to broaden the signal bandwidth. Carrier is often modulated by rectangular, trian-
gular, sawtooth signals. The last mentioned is referred as chirp signal. SFCW radar
has better down range resolution than other CW systems, its low-cost, mid-power
and has a good immunity to interference signals; [40].
Contrary to FMCW system, stepped frequency CW radar (SFCW) syn-
thesizes short pulses of wide bandwidth by step-by-step fixed frequency shifting of
transmitted signal as it is depicted in Fig. 2.3.
f1
f2
f3
f4
fnf [ ]GHz
t [ ]ms
f1
f2
f3
Figure 2.3: SFCW principle.
Frequency step, as well as span, is selected according to required unambiguous
range and resolution, respectively. When each step signal is transmitted, received
echo is coherently detected and thus the absolute phase information is obtained; [41].
From the basis of SFCW, transmitted signal has rectangular frequency spectrum and
resulting TD waveform is sinc function, see Eq. (2.4).
sinc(x) =
sin(pix)
pix
(2.4)
The function is defined in singular point x = 0 as sinc(0) = 1. The phase
difference, and consequently frequency difference ∆f , between two received signal
steps determines unambiguous range Runamb according to Eq. (2.5); [42].
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Runamb =
c
2∆f
(2.5)
Range resolution (or down-range resolution) ∆R0 is then, using Fourier theory,
dependent on used frequency bandwidth BW of transmit signal, see Eq. (2.6).
∆R0 =
c
2BW
(2.6)
Resulting signal from SFCW system consists of consecutive short transmitted sig-
nals with ”mono-frequency” bandwidths, therefore received signal have high signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR). Moreover, high transmit power can be used for long range
detection and deep penetration through many materials; [41]. That is used primar-
ily in through-wall imaging [43], hidden objects detection, landscape monitoring, [44]
etc. A difficulty of SFCW system is to maintain a synchronization between transmit-
ter and receiver. Other problem is in measurement of dynamic RCS. Doppler effect
shifts the apparent distance of the target, therefore correct range cannot be resolved.
In many cases, vector network analyzers (VNA) are used as SFCW radar system
for RCS measurement in laboratory conditions, even proposed by R&S, Keysight;
[45], [46]. Using VNA together with broadband antennas, very fine resolution can
be obtained for gating or imaging purposes.
Impulse or pulsed radar systems employ TD pulses in order to obtain high-
resolution images. Their spectrum can be extremely wideband and radar transmits
and receives all the frequencies simultaneously. Such a system has therefore different
architecture and also performance compared to previously described CW systems.
Range resolution is the same as in case of SFCW case. However, due to inherent
broad bandwidth, the dynamic range of receiver decreases as it is also difficult to
design short and high-power signal.
2.2.2 Far-Field RCS Measurement
The most precise RCS determination involves measurement of the target in FF
region. Incident spherical wavefront differs from plane wave along the target projec-
tion by certain phase shift ∆ϕ. This phase error depends on transmitter frequency
and dimension of target projection perpendicular to incident field direction D. The
situation is depicted in Fig. 2.4). Difference between spherical wave and plane wave
∆r at the plane of the target can be defined as in Eq. (2.7). Phase difference is
then written from phase term k∆r of the spherical wave into Eq. (2.8).
∆r =
√
R2 +
D
2
−R (2.7)
∆ϕ =
2pi
λ
(√
R2 +
D
2
−R
)
(2.8)
The Eq. (2.8) can be decomposed into Taylor series. Taking the first term,
approximation of the phase difference is then (Eq. 2.9):
∆ϕ ≈ piD
2
4λR
(2.9)
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Figure 2.4: Far-field approximation.
Define maximum acceptable error ∆ϕ = pi/8 (22.5°), the well known equation of
Fraunhofer’s FF criteria RFF is then obtained, see Eq. (2.10).
RFF =
2D2
λ
(2.10)
For example, assume target of maximum dimension of 1 m. Resulting minimum
FF range, according to Eq. (2.10) at frequency 1 GHz is 6.7 m and 66.7 m at 10
GHz. It is obvious, that mostly outdoor ranges can be used for direct unscaled FF
RCS measurement. There are many ranges in US, [48] and Europe; [49].
Time and Frequency Domain Description
General FF measurement scheme, involving radar with Tx, Rx antenna and
target placed in any surrounding can be depicted by Fig. 2.5. Received signal
is represented as a sum of scattered field from target and other unwanted signals,
mainly antennas crosstalk and reflections from background.
Tx
Rx
htg (t, )q,f
hcross (t)
hback (t)
htx (t)
hrx (t)
Ztx
Zrx
Figure 2.5: Measurement channel in TD.
It can be described by appropriate equation in both, TD (Eq. (2.11)) as an
impulse response of linear, time invariant (LTI) system and also in FD (see Eq.
(2.12)) representing frequency response.
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urx(t) =
√
Zrx
Ztx
∂
∂t
utx(t) ∗ htx(t, θt, φt) ∗ 1
2piR2c
δ
(
t− 2R
c
)
∗ [htg (t, θtg, φtg) + hcross(t) + hback(t, θtg, φtg)] ∗ hrx(t, θr, φr) (2.11)
Urx(ω) =
√
Zrx
Ztx
jωUtx(ω)Htx(ω, θt, φt)
e−j2ωR/c
2piR2c
[Htg (ω, θtg, φtg) +Hcross(ω) +Hback(ω, θtg, φtg)]Hrx(ω, θr, φr) (2.12)
The received voltage urx(t) at the terminal of receive antenna is expressed es-
sentially as a convolution of transmitted signal utx(t), impulse response of antenna
htx(t, θtg, φtg) (or Tx and Rx antennas in bi-static case) and response from the sur-
rounding environment - target, crosstalk, background htg(t, θ, φ) + hcross + hback(t)
respectively. Derivative term (jω in FD) represents impulse differentiation by trans-
mit antenna. It is obvious from this term, that Tx antenna cannot radiate DC
component of signals (for ω = 0). Dirac function convolution then stands for time
retardation of the signal due to finite speed of light c, that is converted to FD as
Green’s function. Antenna transient response htx(t) represents effective height of
the antenna and describes its spatial characteristics. However, with the convolu-
tion term ”htx(t)∗” (time integration) the final unit is m; [47]. Impedance terms
Ztx, Zrx stand for port impedances of antennas. Chanel transient response consist
mainly of antennas crosstalk hcross(t) target response htg(t, θtg, φtg) and background
hback(t, θtg, φtg), that comprises all other reflections in measurement channel. First
mentioned term exists only in bi-static arrangement and significantly decreases SNR.
It transforms to reflection from antenna aperture in mono-static case.
Target
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Figure 2.6: FF RCS measurement and calibration process.
As it is seen from Eq. (2.11) or (2.12), response from target can be extracted
from received signal only by appropriate calibration and correction techniques. Ba-
sic and well known procedure is depicted in Fig. 2.6 and can be summarized as
follows. Raw measured data need to be calibrated to obtain RCS value precise as
possible. Commonly used calibration technique comprises obtaining error function
of the measurement channel by additional measurement of known object that need
to be analytically described. Additionally, measured signals can be time-gated in
TD in order to suppress more distant reflections and antennas crosstalk. Further-
more, measured background (without target) can be subtracted from received signal.
More detailed description of errors and correction techniques will be described later
in next chapter.
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2.2.3 Near-Field RCS Measurement
So far only direct method to obtain FF RCS pattern has been taken into account,
where the incident field is assumed to be a plane wave at the target as well at the
antenna. However, there are indirect methods whereby RCS of the target can be
synthesized from cylindrical or spherical near-field backscattered from the target.
Based on equivalence principle, [24], FF pattern can be calculated from field (i.e. E
field) distributed on surface close to target. In praxis, E field is measured in discrete
positions to provide approximative FF pattern. There are three basic scanning
techniques adopted from antennas radiation pattern measurement utilized for NF
RCS measurements: planar, cylindrical and spherical, see Fig. 2.7. These geometries
are preferred since convenient positioning systems are employed and furthermore,
the complex vector data are collected on the well-described surfaces.
Figure 2.7: Spherical, cylindrical and planar NF measurement geometries; [26].
However, NF measurement at discrete positions over finite surface, defined by
measuring geometry, introduces field truncation error, that can result in errors in
FF approximation. Appropriate scanning system should be therefore used regarding
to measured targets geometry and anticipated RCS pattern.
Measuring antenna (referred as probe in NF measurements) also influences re-
sulting FF RCS due to its mutual coupling with target. Antenna illuminates the
target non-uniformly depending on its radiation pattern and multiple reflection be-
tween target and antenna aperture can occur. Therefore, there are requirements on
antennas characteristics, that are basically: mechanical rigidity, small aperture, low
RCS, wide-band operation, low directivity (wide beamwidth), pure polarization,
small return loss and high front-to-back ratio. Based on mentioned parameters,
rectangular or cylindrical open-ended waveguides, pyramidal or cylindrical horns,
corrugated and double ridge horns are frequently used.
Near-field RCS measurement and calibration process differs from FF one because
both, amplitude and phase is collected over the surface enclosing target and therefore
more steps are necessary to recover estimated FF pattern, see Fig. 2.8.
As in case of FF measurement, gating and background subtraction can be per-
formed in NF case. However, phase measurement introduces other error sources, as
imperfect mechanical moving parts with tolerances (positioning mechanism, target
fixture, etc.), antenna effects, finite sampling steps and restricted scanning surface.
Practically, it is not possible to correct all the errors concerning NF measurement
and some approximations are assumed:
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 mechanical system is stable,
 field out of scanning surface is negligible or zero,
 multiple reflections between antenna and target do not exist,
 processing techniques do not add errors caused by additional truncation, round-
ing,
 multiple reflections can be separated from target response by appropriate gat-
ing.
These approximations can be applied when related errors are accurately pre-
dicted and minimized.
Target
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Figure 2.8: Basic NF RCS measurement and calibration process.
Basic NF processing technique comprises, according to Fig. 2.8, NF data correc-
tion by means of measured response from measuring antenna, subsequent NF to FF
transform (combining FFT and IFFT data transformations) and final corrections
and level equalization; [24], [26].
For the purpose of this work, cylindrical measurement technique is described in
next part.
Cylindrical Near-field Measurement
Cylindrical NF scan, contrary to spherical and planar systems, utilizes rotational
movement of the target and vertical movement of scanning antenna to collect NF
data over cylinder enclosing the target.
Assuming ideal case (no other reflections are present, ideal infinitesimal probe is
used), electric field component in FF ~E(R, θ, φ) can be described, according to Huy-
gens principle, as a superposition of the cylindrical wave functions; [56]. Utilizing
the method of stationary phase, FF formula in spherical coordinate system (R, θ, φ)
has the following form, see Eq. (2.13); [55]. Magnetic component of FF field can be
accordingly evaluated as in Eq. (2.14), where Z0 denotes free space impedance.
~E(R, θ, φ) ≈ −2k sin(θ)e
jkR
R
∞∑
n=−∞
jnejnφ
[
jAn(k cos(θ))φˆ+Bn(k cos(θ))θˆ
]
(2.13)
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~H(R, θ, φ) =
rˆ × ~E
Z0
(2.14)
Here, k stands for wavenumber and φˆ, θˆ represent unit vectors of spherical
coordinates. Cylindrical spectral expansion components An(kz) and Bn(kz) are then
evaluated in terms of tangential electric fields Eφ and Ez measured on the scan
cylinder as Eq. (2.16) and (2.17).
An(kz) = − 1
4pi2ka
∂
∂(kaa)
H
(1)
n (kaa)
z0 2pi¨
−z0 0
Eφ(a, φ, z)e
−jnφe−jkzzdφdz (2.15)
− nkz
4pi2ak3a
∂
∂(kaa)
H
(1)
n (kaa)
z0 2pi¨
−z0 0
Ez(a, φ, z)e
−jnφe−jkzzdφdz (2.16)
Bn(kz) =
k
4pi2k2aH
(1)
n (kaa)
z0 2pi¨
−z0 0
Ez(a, φ, z)e
−jnφe−jkzzdφdz (2.17)
In both equations, H
(1)
n (kaa) is Hankel function of the first kind and n-th order.
Wavenumber component ka, where a represents radius of cylinder, is evaluated as:
ka =
√
k2 − k2z (2.18)
It can be shown, that An and Bn are independent of constant a, even though it
appears in both expressions; [55]. Furthermore, by evaluating modal coefficient An
for magnetic field, that has similar single-term form as electric coefficient Bn, both
terms can be computed only from electric and magnetic components oriented in z
direction.
In practice, scan cylinder has finite extent, thus the limits of integrals in Eq.
(2.16) and (2.17) are truncated to (−z0, z0). Similarly to planar scanning, sample
spacing in vertical ∆z and azimuthal ∆φ direction is determined from the maximum
value of their spatial harmonics kz and kφ, see Eq. (2.19) and (2.20) respectively.
∆z =
λ
2
(2.19)
∆φ =
λmin
2amin
(2.20)
Constant amin denotes minimum radius of cylinder enclosing the target and λmin
is minimum wavelength corresponding to highest frequency of used bandwidth.
Besides previously described basic cylindrical scan, other measuring systems has
been developed based on this technique, i.e. spiral scanning [57], [58] or even one-
plane circular scanning that reduces number of vertical probe positions to only one.
It eliminates errors arisen mostly from cable movement and probe position. On the
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other hand, it brings a restrictions especially to vertical dimension of targets under
test. As a relatively simple method that appears to be suitable for FF test ranges,
it will be thoroughly described in next section.
2.3 Circular NF to FF Transformation
In comparison to NF antennas radiation pattern measurements, NF scattering
measurement and RCS prediction techniques are more complex because target scat-
tering pattern depends, above all, on its shape and physical properties. Obtaining
the exact FF RCS from NF data involves, according to equivalence principle, a
knowledge of the field on surface enclosing the target. Theoretically, from scat-
tering point of view, transmit and receive antenna need to scan continuously and
independently the whole surface. It is practically unfeasible thus some limitation
need to be taken into account instead. Besides sampling the surface, measurement
techniques have been adopted and used from NF antenna measurements such as
spherical, cylindrical and planar techniques.
Besides these measurement methods, NF RCS can be determined also from
single-plane measurement, considering additional restrictions.
LaHaie [59] proposed image-based measurement technique and NF-FF transfor-
mation that involves both, cylindrical and only one-plain measurement in the NF
of the target. This circular NF-FF transformation (CNFFFT) prediction method is
based on Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) or inverse SAR (ISAR) data processing
used for obtaining ”focused” radar image of target under test. Nevertheless, pre-
sented method does not require image reconstruction in order to obtain FF RCS
approximation. CNFFFT is based on single-scattering model that means the target
is composed of isotropically radiating mutual-independent elements. Therefore only
small or negligible interactions between two or more separated points on the target
are taken into account. This is main disadvantage of this method that can lead to
some misalignment of the sidelobes and nulls in reconstructed RCS (in comparison
to exact FF RCS) when multiple interactions (such as multiple reflections, traveling
and creeping waves) become the main part of the overall scattering.
Another restriction concerns to the target dimensions. One-plain measurement is
conditioned by limited vertical size of the target (in order of tens of λ), which should
meets the far field condition and/or whose major part of back-scattered field is in
direction of the receive antenna and is negligible in other directions. The situation
is depicted in Fig. 2.9.
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Figure 2.9: Circular measurement scheme.
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From the radar point of view, broadband measuring system need to be employed
in order to obtain range-dependent reflectivity data with required down-range reso-
lution ∆R and perform range-frequency Fourier transform.
T /X RX
R
r’
g(r’)
u(R)i
R0
Figure 2.10: Geometry of 1D NF measurement setup.
The above mentioned transformation technique is derived from the target radar
reflectivity distribution u′r( ~R0, k), see Eq. (2.21). According to Fig. 2.10, it describes
two-way response of some scattering center γ(~r ′) on the target at a distance R (Eq.
(2.22)) from the observation point. Incident field ui(~R, k) impacting the target can
be then written as a multiplication of Green’s function and unit power, Eq. (2.23).
Positive exponential terms denote incoming waves to the target and to the receiver,
respectively.
u′r
(
~R, k
)
= γ (~r ′)ui
ejkR
4piR
(2.21)
R =
∣∣∣~R0 − ~r ′∣∣∣ (2.22)
ui
(
~R, k
)
=
ejkR
4piR
(2.23)
Total scattered field from the target in direction ~R0 collected by receive antenna
in near field is thus described as an integral of reflectivity distribution over the
whole target, see Eq. (2.24). Since the target is scanned in one plane, Eq. (2.24)
can be rewritten in the polar coordinates as Eq. (2.25), where angle φ denotes turn
of the receiver antenna with respect to coordinate system of target, whereas φ′ is
azimuthal angle between the position vector ~r ′ and coordinate system. Constant
rtg then represents smallest circle enclosing target extent. For the sake of clarity,
integrals boundaries will be omitted in further equations.
ur
(
~R0, k
)
=
˚
V
γ (~r ′)
ej2kR
(4piR)2
d3~r ′ (2.24)
ur (φ, k) =
rtg 2pi¨
0 0
γ (r′, φ′)
ej2kR
(4piR)2
r′dφ′dr′ (2.25)
The angular echo signal received in far field uFFr (φ, k), corresponding to Eq.
(2.25), is formed from plane-wave reflections and basically depends only on relative
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angles φ − φ′ and phase differences, see Eq. (2.26). From the FF point of view
there is no need to know the whole phase history to form the pattern and thus only
relative change of phase is sufficient. It is expressed by projection of the position
vector ~r ′ of the given scattering center into the direction of the receiver, represented
by unit vector Rˆ0, see Eq. (2.27).
uFFr (φ, k) =
¨
γ (r′, φ′) ej2kr
′ cos(φ−φ′)r′dφ′dr′ (2.26)
cos(φ− φ′) = ~r ′Rˆ0 (2.27)
By comparing the relations Eq. (2.25) and Eq. (2.26), the FF scattering pattern
can be obtained from NF pattern by transforming the range factor from Eq. (2.22)
to Eq. (2.27). Practically some extrapolating technique needs to be used; [60].
According to [61], the presented extrapolation technique firstly transforms mea-
sured data, described by two-way spherical wave function (2.25), to the form of
cylindrically propagating wave and subsequently to plane-wave field. In the first
case, partial derivative of Eq. (2.25) is performed with respect to k. Rearranging
the result, differentiated NF pattern can be written as Eq. (2.28). The last term of
the integral represents in fact the asymptotic expansion of zero-order (ν = 0) Hankel
function for large arguments z Eq. (2.29) describing incoming cylindrical wave; [62].
It is derived from general definition Eq. (2.30) considering identity e−j
pi
4 =
1√
j
.
∂ur (φ, k)
∂k
= j
¨
1
8
√
jk
piR
γ (r′, φ′)
√
2
j2pikR
ej2kRr′dφ′dr′ (2.28)
H10 (2kR) ≈
√
2
j2pikR
ej2kR (2.29)
H(1)ν (z) ≈
√
2
piz
e
j(z−
pi
2
ν−
pi
4
)
(2.30)
Thus, the Eq. (2.28) takes form of Eq. (2.31). The range factor R in amplitude
term can be reduced to R0 supposing negligible variation of ~r
′ in FF approximation.
∂ur (φ, k)
∂k
≈ j
8
√
jk
piR0
¨
γ (r′, φ′)H10 (2kR)r
′dφ′dr′ (2.31)
However, for practical purposes, numerical differentiation can be overcome by
means of duality principle of Fourier transform F{} as follows, see Eq. (2.32):
∂ur (φ, k)
∂k
→ j
2pi
F−1 {RUr (φ,R)} (2.32)
Here, Fourier transform of differentiated u(φ, k) equals to Fourier image of u(φ, k)
multiplied by the range factor R. Following this technique, NF data measured in
TD are then directly weighted by R and transformed to frequency-dependent data
using FT. In the case of SFCW radar, data need to be transformed to TD first. This
process is outlined in Eq. (2.33).
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∂ur (φ, k)
∂k
= uNFr (φ, k) =
ˆ
R ej2kR
ˆ
ur (φ, k) e
−j2kRdkdR (2.33)
Furthermore, more accurate results are obtained when the weight factor R is
replaced by R3/2 referring to [61]. The preprocessed data are finally written as Eq.
(2.34):
uNFr (φ, k) ≈ F
{
R3/2F−1 {ur (φ, k)}
}
(2.34)
Next, the pre-processed data, Eq. (2.31), need to be extrapolated to the FF.
Rewriting the Hankel function H
(1)
0 (2kR) to series according to Graf’s addition
theorem, Eq. (2.35), Eq. (2.31) can be write as a linear combination of Hankel and
Bessel function, see Eq. (2.36).
In the explicit version of Graf’s addition theorem, Eq. (2.35), [62], the Oj =
(rj, ϑj) and Ok = (rk, ϑk) denote polar coordinates and (Rjk, ϑjk) are coordinates of
Ok with respect to Ol.
H(1)ν (ηrk)e
jν(ϑk−ϑkl) =
∞∑
µ=−∞
H
(1)
ν+µ(ηRkl)Jµ(ηrl)e
jµ(pi−ϑl+ϑkl) (2.35)
uNFr (φ, k) =
1
4
√
jpik
R0
¨
γ (r′, φ′)
∞∑
n=−∞
H(1)n (2kR0)Jn(2kr
′)ejn(φ−φ
′)r′dφ′dr′ (2.36)
On the other hand, The FF plane-wave data expressed by Eq. (2.26) can be
also defined as a series of cylindrical waves by means of Jacobi-Anger Expansion
Eq. (2.37), see Eq. (2.38); [62], [63].
ej2kr
′ cos(φ−φ′) =
∞∑
n=−∞
(−j)nJn(2kr′)ejn(φ−φ′) (2.37)
uFF (φ, k) =
1
2pi
¨
γ (r′, φ′)
∞∑
n=−∞
Jn(2kr
′)ejn(φ−φ
′)r′dφ′dr′ (2.38)
Expansion relations, stated in Eq. (2.35) and Eq. (2.37), allow to relate NF and
FF patterns from Eq. (2.36) and (2.38) through common periodic term Sn(φ, k)
defined on interval (0, 2pi) representing coefficients of generalized Fourier series of
target image,[64], Eq. (2.39), depending only on angle φ and not on measurement
distance.
Sn (φ, k) =
¨
γ (r′, φ′) Jn(2kr′)e−jnφ
′
r′dφ′dr′ (2.39)
By rearranging the Sn to the form of Eq. (2.40), final FF scattering pattern S
FF
can be expressed directly from NF pattern, see Eq. (2.41).
1
4
√
jpik
R0
H(1)n (2kR0)Sn (φ, k) =
1
2pi
2piˆ
0
uNF (φ, k) e−jnφdφ (2.40)
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SFF (φ, k) =
1
2
√
R0
jpik
∞∑
n=−∞
(−j)n ejnφ
H
(1)
n (2kR0)
2piˆ
0
uNFr (φ, k) e
−jnφdφ (2.41)
Integral of uNF is periodic function and it is able to calculate it using Fourier
transform. The result then takes the form of angular harmonics UNFr of u
NF
r .
2piˆ
0
uNFr (φ, k) e
−jnφdφ = F
{
uNFr (φ, k)
}∣∣
φ
= UNFr (n, k) (2.42)
According to Eq. (2.43) FF pattern SFF is actually sum of angular harmonic
weighted by filter function.
SFF (φ, k) =
1
4
√
R0
jpik
N∑
n=−N
(−j)n
H
(1)
n (2kR0)
UNFr (n, k) e
jnφ (2.43)
In addition, infinite series have to be truncated with respect to maximum har-
monics N needed for FF reconstruction. The improved expression for the number
of modes are given in Eq. (2.44); [65]. Here, constant rtg stands for minimum ra-
dius of the circle enclosing the target in measured plane. This limitation indirectly
determines a condition for angular sampling.
N = krtg + 2.5
3
√
krtg (2.44)
Finally, approximated RCS of target can be obtained from Eq. 2.43 as follows:
σ (φ, k) = 4pi
∣∣SFF (φ, k)∣∣2 (2.45)
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2.4 Errors in RCS Evaluation
Each reflectivity measurement contains errors that limit accuracy of the target
RCS evaluation. These errors are caused mainly by characteristics of the particular
components of whole measurement path - used test equipment, test range and the
target. The complexity of overall system and associated measurement procedures
make the description of all possible errors very difficult. In case of FF measurements,
most of errors affect both, relative and absolute amplitude of resulting RCS patterns
and can be deduced from a chart of relative power levels of overall transmission path
between antenna and target, as it is depicted in Fig. 2.11, [66].
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Figure 2.11: Relative power levels of the transmission path.
The dynamic range of the system is limited at the lowest detectable power by
the receiver thermal noise and by its saturation at the maximum allowed power.
This range is determined by used instrumentation. Using the bi-static radar (or
separated transmitter and receiver), the lower detectable power can be higher than
thermal noise level due to coupling of the antennas. However, another factors must
be taken into account, as reflections from the ground, target support, another objects
surrounding the target etc., that narrow dynamic range. Within this range there
is ”usable dynamic range” bounded by maximum target reflection and minimum
usable reflection required for the RCS calculation.
Possible errors then arise since some power level exceeds the responses (min.,
max.) of usable dynamic range. Most of them state for coherent errors that cannot
be eliminated by the increase of transmitted power. This can only improve signal
to noise ratio. In many cases high antennas coupling, overall additional reflections
and interferences, stand for most errors in FF RCS measurements.
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Besides these facts that affecting accuracy of calculated RCS from FF measure-
ments, there are also phase and amplitude errors typical in NF measurements, arisen
from spherical waveforms of the radiated field.
2.4.1 NF Measurement Errors
Radar cross section of any target is defined as a ratio of the power scattered
by the target surface in some direction and amount of incident power. From its
definition, range between the target and radar goes to infinity that ensures the
plane wavefronts of both, incident field at the target and scattered field at the
receive antenna. It follows that the target and measuring antennas are mutually
independent. Practically the range is truncated depending on test facility. Due
to a spherical wave propagation, intensity of radiated field decays with increasing
distance and therefore each part of target is illuminated by different amount of
power and nonuniform phase. This power distribution also depends on the radiation
pattern of the transmit antenna. Amplitude and phase variation (A, ϕ) of incident
electric field can be described as a ratio of field at the end of target Ei(L/2) and
field at its center (2.46):
Ae−jϕ =
Ei(L/2)
Ei(0)
(2.46)
Assuming size of the antenna is relatively small compared to target, the change
of relative amplitude A and phase ϕ are function of frequency, largest dimension of
the target, its positioning and distance to receive antenna, see Eq. (2.47) and Eq.
(2.48).
A = A(f, L,R, θ) (2.47)
ϕ = ϕ(f, L,R, θ) (2.48)
Simplified measurement scenario is depicted in Fig. 2.12. Monostatic radar is
located at distance R from the target, which has dimensions L and D and it is
turned by angle θ with respect to Tx/Rx antenna.
q
L
R
D
Figure 2.12: Scheme of the long bar at a distance R from observation point.
Incident spherical wavefront differs from plane wave along the target projection
by certain phase shift. Maximum acceptable error (22.5° or λ/16) is given by the
FF criteria (2.10) as it is defined in Section 2.1.
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For example, phase error effect can be illustrated by the simulation of RCS
calculated from the field obtained at different distances from the target. According
to Fig. 2.12, electrically long, thin, conducting bar of length L and infinitesimal
diameter D is located at a variable distance R from observation point. The target
is rotated by angle θ. Its RCS can be then approximated by following expression
(2.49); [23].
σ = pCL2|F (T1) + F (T2)|2 (2.49)
In this equation, C stands for constant representing i.e. properties of the mea-
suring system, p is multiplication factor of FF distance defined in (2.10) and F (T )
is a Fresnel integral (Eq. (2.50)) of an argument T stated in Eq. (2.51). Integral
can be evaluated by means of its approximative expression, described i.e. in [67]
and [68].
F (x) =
ˆ x
0
ejpit
2/2dt (2.50)
T1,2 =
1
2
√
p
± 4√pL
λ
sin θ (2.51)
NF phenomenon is demonstrated using Matlab simulation and implemented Fres-
nel integral calculation. RCS of the thin, 23λ long bar, modeled as perfectly electric
conductor (PEC) object, is calculated from field distribution at distances that vary
from 0.1RFF to 50RFF of actual FF range within azimuthal angles 0°−10°. Resulting
figure is depicted in Fig. 2.13.
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Figure 2.13: RCS simulation of the PEC bar by means of Fresnel integral - Matlab.
All the characteristics are normalized to maximum value of RCS simulated for
p = 50. Red line represents RCS calculated from data obtained at distance that
satisfies plane wave approximation condition according to Eq. (2.10). For very short
distances (below 0.25RFF in this case) the main beam is suppressed and the sidelobes
are slightly misaligned in comparison to them satisfying FF criteria. On the other
hand, nulls in the patterns get bigger with increasing distance pRFF . Theoretically,
for p =∞ the nulls will tend also to infinity.
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To validate correctness of this approximation a FEKO simulation has been car-
ried out for the same setup described above. Results from both simulations show
very good agreement and differ less than 0.1 dB for all given distances within whole
angular range. The comparison is shown on the zoomed Fig. 2.14.
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Figure 2.14: Comparison of RCS simulated by Matlab and FEKO.
It is obvious, that the NF measurements can affect significantly RCS pattern.
Fig. 2.15 illustrates absolute amplitude error of NF RCS patterns related to FF
one (p = 50). In the case of main- and side-lobes, it varies from 6.5 dB to 0.2 dB
within NF ranges from 0.1RFF to 1RFF . Long distances (or larger values of p) are
required for accurate determination of the nulls, however, it is not essential in most
RCS measurements.
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Figure 2.15: Error in Matlab RCS simulation of the PEC bar for distances 0.1RFF
- 1RFF .
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2.5 Basic Error Suppression Techniques
Based on previously enumerated errors, related to measurement and calculation
of RCS patterns from FF and NF ranges, common and frequently used correction
techniques will be described further in both, frequency and time domains.
2.5.1 Time Gating (Windowing)
Assume SFCW scattering measurement performed by VNA within wide fre-
quency range with sufficient number of frequency components, as depicted in Fig.
2.5. Due to different distances of discontinuities in measurement channel (instrumen-
tation connections, antenna-free space transitions, target and surrounding objects
in measurement path, etc.) to the reference plane of VNA, associated reflections
arrive at the test port at different times and they can thus be measured separately
to each other in TD representation of received signal. Reflection from the target can
be distinguished from other unwanted reflections located in its vicinity depending
on TD resolution.
Aforementioned clutter reflections can be filtered out from the signal by means of
time gating (or windowing), that can be implemented in either hardware or software.
However, it is obvious that these reflections, situated very close to target response
(or they are even added to this response), cannot be eliminated by gating process.
Mathematically, gating is in TD represented as a multiplication of received signal
urx(t) with appropriate windowing function w(t), whereas in FD frequency responses
are convolved, see Eq. (2.52).
ugatedrx (t) = urxw (t)
F{}←→ U gatedrx (ω) = Urx (ω) ∗W (ω) (2.52)
Based on the usage of the data (in TD or FD), appropriate window need to be
selected. Besides its position and span, also shape plays important role in gating.
For example, rectangular (Dirichlet) window is most simplest one, however its usage
does not yield optimum results in the FD: frequency response of rectangular window
is a sinc function - it has relatively narrow main lobe but significant side lobes, that
cause ripples in gated signal frequency response. Therefore, many other windows
have been designed to suppress this phenomenon (triangular, Gaussian, Hamming,
cosine, Kaiser, Blackman-Harris windows etc.).
The main limitation of windowing results from fact, that in many cases, there
are no clear borders between early time and late time parts of target response.
Furthermore, width of the main lobe and side lobes level of frequency response of
the window affect resulting gated spectrum. These effects will be discussed later in
this thesis.
2.5.2 Background Subtraction
Another widely used method for elimination of undesired background clutter
is background vector subtraction. This technique cal eliminate static reflections
from measured signals, provided coherent measurements of target under test and its
background are undertaken. That means, that background echo needs to be mea-
sured without presence of target in same configuration as in case when the target is
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present. It is also assumed, that measured signals do not change in time. In ideal
case, these two measurements differ only in target reflection. However, effectiveness
of this method generally decreased as background level approaches to level of target
or even exceeds its amplitude, [23].
According to Subsection 2.2.2 and Eq. (2.11) and Eq. (2.12) respectively, back-
ground subtraction can be generally described in TD by Eq. (2.53), where utgrx(t)
represents voltage received from measurement where target is present and ubackrx (t)
is voltage received from background measurement. Response ha(t) then states for
impulse response of transmit/receive antenna.
utgrx(t)− ubackrx (t) =
√
Zrx
Ztx
∂
∂t
utx(t) ∗ ha(t) ∗ 1
2piR2c
δ
(
t− 2R
c
)
∗ [htg(t, φtg) + hback(t, φtg)− h′back(t, φtg)] ∗ ha(t) (2.53)
It is obvious, that this technique is applicable in both, TD and FD, see Eq.
(2.54)
U tgrx(ω)− U backrx (ω) = jωUtx(ω)Ha(ω)
e−j2ωR/c
2piR2c
[Htg (ω, φtg) +Hback(ω, φtg)−H ′back(ω, φtg)]Ha(ω) (2.54)
In both above described equations, hback or Hback denote background response in
presence of target and h′back or H
′
back stand for responses measured without target.
Their difference ∆hback = h
′
back − hback describes main disadvantage of this method.
Presence of target causes partial shadowing of background and also mutual inter-
actions of target and surrounding objects (mainly target support). This difference
∆hback then introduces false reflections in subtracted signal.
2.5.3 Calibration by Means of Reference Target
Absolute FF RCS values of arbitrary targets are mostly calculated from mea-
surements generally carried out by indirect method - taking the ratio of two separate
target measurement; [23]. Thus, radar system is calibrated by means of accurate
”known” calibration standard. It means that the shape of calibration standard needs
to be fabricated with minimum tolerances according to operational frequency band
and its RCS has to be known very precisely; [69]. Typical calibration process in FD
is summarized in Eq. (2.55). Calibrated RCS value of the target σtg is obtained
as ratio of measured scattered field from target Etg and from calibration standard
Ecal.meas times by computed analytical RCS of the standard σcal.comp.
σtg(ω, φ) =
∣∣∣∣ Etg(ω, φ)Ecal.meas(ω, φ)
∣∣∣∣2 σcal.comp(ω, φ) (2.55)
From Eq. (2.55) is obvious that if calibration measurement Ecal.meas has signifi-
cant errors, desired RCS value will contain calibration errors even if target backscat-
tered field Etg is obtained perfectly accurate.
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In most cases, calibration metal sphere is employed as a standard for its constant
and well known analytical mono-static RCS over whole angular span. However,
commonly used spheres can be generally poorly fabricated; [70]. Another option is
to use metal cylinders, plates.
2.6 Target Shape Retrieval Based on Broadband
RCS and ISAR Imaging
Inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR) is a technique that uses radar in order to
obtain high resolution image of an object. Is is analogous to synthetic aperture radar
(SAR), however ISAR commonly employs rotational motion of the object relative to
radar platform rather than radar motion along the target. This rotation generates
spatial diversity needed to form synthetic aperture with corresponding enhanced
azimuthal resolution in the same manner as in case of SAR; [71].
ISAR is mainly employed as a target recognition and classification technique for
maritime and military services to provide contour image and subsequent classifica-
tion of ships, aircrafts, vehicles, missiles etc., since ISAR is also utilized for high
resolution RCS measurement. Another field of use is damages tracking, because
holes and cracks can be easily detected by ISAR techique.
Mathematically, basic ISAR processing is similar to computed tomography (CT),
[72], used widely in medical applications, however it is also employed in fields of
nondestructive material testing - archeology [73], metrology, reverse engineering
applications, transport security,[74], [75] etc.
In the case of ISAR, radar range profiles represent 3D-to-1D projection of the
target, that can be also referred as Radon transform in the terms of CT. To form
the image (or 2D cut) 1D projections are integrated by means of Projection Slice
Theorem, interpolated and transformed via 2D IFT. There are various techniques
to obtain ISAR image using Radon transform, such as Filtered Back-projection or
Time Domain Correlation.
The technique itself comes from description of the target as a set of point-like
scattering centers γ(~r ′). Each scattering center is located at position ~r ′ ((x′, y′))
on the target surface and it is defined by its reflectivity according to Fig. 2.10. 2D
scattered field from the target can be then described in the same manner as it is
stated in Eq. (2.21) - Eq. (2.26) by following Eq. (2.56).
Sr
(
~R0, k
)
=
¨
S
γ(~r ′)
e−j2kR
4piR2
d2~r ′ (2.56)
Total scattered field Sr(~R0, k) is expressed at observation point ~R0 for each fre-
quency point (or wavenumber k) as an integral of reflectivity distribution over the
whole target surface S. Mentioned reflectivity distribution γ(~r ′) actually represents
image of the target. In the field of imaging techniques, range factor 4piR2 is usually
neglected. Rewriting the Eq. (2.56) to polar coordinates, total FF received scat-
tered field from the target has form of Eq. (2.57), where angle φ denotes turn of the
receiver antenna with respect to coordinate system (target), whereas φ′ are angular
positions of target scattering centers and coordinate system.
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SFFr (φ, k) =
¨
S
γ (r′, φ′) ej2kr
′ cos(φ−φ′)r′dφ′dr′ (2.57)
Main objective of ISAR technique is then reconstruct target image, described
by γ(~r ′), from Eq. (2.57). For example, in terms of aforementioned Filtered Back-
projection, reconstructed image of the target is obtained as follows, see Eq. (2.58).
I(x′, y′) =
piˆ
0
∞ˆ
−∞
P (φ, kr)|kr|ej2pikr(x′ cos(φ)+y′ sin(φ))dkrdφ (2.58)
Backscattered field SFFr actually represents azimuth-dependent spatial harmon-
ics (k ≡ kr) of target image - P (φ, kr). It can be understood as a φ-rotated slice
across spatial harmonics domain representation of the target image as it is depicted
in Fig. C.2 of Appendix C.
Each image pixel I(x′, y′) of the target image is therefore retrieved employing 2D
IFFT of P (φ, kr). The term |kr| - absolute value of spatial (down-range) wavenumber
- acts as a ramp filter function.
More detailed overview of typical ISAR imaging are stated in Appendix C.
2.7 Noise Reduction by Means of Principal Com-
ponent Analysis
Principal component Analysis (PCA) is statistical method used generally to re-
duce dimensionality of large datasets containing redundant information. It means
that some of data variables are correlated with another variables contained in data
set. In other words, PCA is based on assumption, that each data set (i.e. image)
consists of patterns separable from each other.
This technique is widely used, among others, in image processing, i.e. in face
recognition methods; [76], [77]. Following description of PCA is published in [78].
The main goal of the PCA is to express the original data set in another domain
by means of any appropriate linear transformation; [79]. The latter can be defined
as:
Y = SX (2.59)
The original data set X (i.e. terrain scanning, where rows denote particular measure-
ments - positions of radar, and columns stand for their data samples-frequency/time
response) is expressed by a new transformed data matrix Y through the transfor-
mation matrix S. The rows of S represent eigenvectors - principal components of X.
The question stipulates the desired form of transformed data Y and, consequently,
stipulates the transformation matrix that ought to be selected. The measured data
set can be characterized by the Signal-to-Noise Ratio and data redundancy, which
stands for parts of measured signals correlated to each other, i.e. reflections from
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rotary support, objects located near target etc. It leads to the evaluation of cor-
relation properties and, therefore, also construction of the covariance matrix from
input data.
In this case, PCA finds a set of orthonormal vectors of principal components
(matrix S) describing the distribution of original data and transforms them into
the new set of uncorrelated data. The cornerstone prerequisite of PCA technique
states that the final data Y ought to be mutually uncorrelated. Hence the covariance
matrix of Y has to be diagonalized, so that the appropriate transformation matrix S
is found. The derivation [80] enables to obtain the principal components in the form
of eigenvectors of covariance matrix of the original data X. The covariance matrix
consists of the correlation characteristics (covariance and variances) existing among
all pairs of the data set X. The covariance between two measurements measures
the degree of mutual similarity. A large absolute value denotes a high redundancy
(or correlation) of respective data. Contrary to that, zero covariance points to
completely uncorrelated data. The covariance of one measurement represents, at
the same time, its variance (diagonal components of covariance matrix). In order
to construct the covariance matrix from the data set X, it is firstly necessary to
subtract the mean value from each measurement:
x¯ij = xij − 1
N
N∑
j=1
xij (2.60)
where xij denotes the j-th data sample of the i-th row (i.e. measurement). Each
measurement is centered and new data set takes the following form:
X0 = [x¯1 x¯2 · · · x¯N ]T (2.61)
The covariance matrix can be then expressed as a dot product of the centered
matrix X0 that is divided by the number of data samples:
C = cov(X) =
1
N
X0X
T
0 (2.62)
Principal components of PCA method are represented by eigenvectors of the co-
variance matrix C. These can be obtained by means of the Singular Value Decompo-
sition method (SVD) that allows factorizing the data matrix onto its Λ eigenvalues
and eigenvectors U and V:
XM×N = UM×MΛM×NVTN×N (2.63)
The left matrix U represents eigenvectors of the XXT matrix, which is in fact
identical to the covariance matrix, while V embraces eigenvectors of XTX. Accord-
ingly, the principal components of the PCA are evaluated in equation (2.64) as the
matrix U. Yet apart from the principal component, the complete PCA method can
be carried out via SVD as well by rewriting the equation (2.59) in the following
manner:
ΛVT = UTX0 (2.64)
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On the right side, the input data are multiplied by the matrix of principal com-
ponents, so UT ≡ S. Subsequently, the left side of (2.64) represents a transformed
input data X0 with a zero correlation between particular measurements (ΛV
T ≡ Y).
Furthermore, in the PCA the eigenvalues from Λ are sorted in descending order.
Since each eigenvalue is related to a certain eigenvector (principal component), the
matrix U is reorganized as well. Every eigenvalue represents a specific amount of
variance in measured data and thus reflects the importance of particular eigenvector.
In fact, the eigenvector (belonging to the largest eigenvalue – first principal com-
ponent) contributes decisively, among others, to the reconstruction of the original
data set, because it shows the highest correlation. The second principal component
is correlated with some of the original data that are uncorrelated with first compo-
nent. Since the matrix S of principal components is orthonormal (S−1 = ST ), the
original data are obtained by means of the following transformation:
STY = STSX0 ≡ X0 (2.65)
Based on the selected components, the required data set can be restored only
from the selected ones. The reconstruction applying only to n components {c1, c2, . . . cn}
is expressed by the following equation:
X˜ = STnYn =


...
sc1
...


...
sc2
...
 · · ·

...
scn
...



(· · ·yc1 · · · )
(· · ·yc2 · · · )
...
(· · ·ycn · · · )
 (2.66)
Dimension of the reconstructed matrix is identical to the one of the original ma-
trix X.
2.7.1 Principal Components Selection
In PCA, total number of principal components (PC) in S (eigenvectors of co-
variance matrix) is equal to total number of variables X - signals. According to Eq.
(2.60), each variable is firstly transformed, so that it has zero mean value and thus
its variance equals to one. It means, that every variable contributes to total vari-
ance (which is sum of particular variances) by one unit. Based on this, particular
PC can be characterized as follows. The first PC accounts for maximal amount of
total variance in variables and thus it is correlated with some of variables. Second
PC then also accounts for maximal amount of total variance excluding variance be-
longing to first PC. Following this, second PC is, just as first PC, correlated with
some of variables that have zero correlation with fist PC. Remaining components
can be described in the same way.
It practically means, that if data set (i.e. image) consists of well-identifiable and
separable patterns, each of these patterns will be described by one component in
ideal case. Therefore, first PC belongs to strongest pattern, second PC to second
strongest pattern etc. PCA method sorts PC according to their importance. Image
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can be then restored only from certain amount of most important PCs. There are
several approaches for determining number of PCs needed, [81].
Scree Test
Scree test is visual inspection-based technique to determine minimum number
of retaining PCs. It employs plot of eigenvalues associated with each principal
component in order to reveal obvious break in the trace. In other words, quick
change of slope of eigenvalues trace is finding. PCs corresponding to eigenvalues
before break are maintained whereas other PCs are discarded.
For its simplicity, scree test is one of the most used strategy to determine number
of PC that retain in data restoration process. However, it works well only when data
set contain only few significant patterns.
Kaiser Criterion
Kaiser criterion, or the eigenvalue-one criterion is based on selection of significant
PCs according to their eigenvalues. Simply, PC with eigenvalue lager than one is
retained. It follows the fact that each variable contributes one unit of variance to
total variance in original data set. Any PC with eigenvalue greater than one accounts
for higher amount of variance than had been contributed by one variable; [82]. It is
very simple criterion, since it does not require subjective assess and can be adjusted
to particular problem. However, it can be unsuitable when number of eigenvalues
greater then one rises. It means, that many mutually uncorrelated patterns in data
set; [83].
Criterion of Variance Proportion
The criterion of proportion of total variance is another simple criterion for esti-
mating number of significant PCs accounting for a specified proportion of variance
so only PCs exceeding i.e. 10% of total variance are selected. This criterion can be
adjusted in way that PCs with certain cumulative sum of variances are retained for
data set description; [81].
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Chapter 3
Main Goals of the Thesis
Based on the previously presented state of the art of NF RCS measurement and
imaging, the main goals of this thesis can be stated as follows.
3.1 Precise and Fast FF RCS Determination From
Simple Wide-Band NF Measurements in In-
door Conditions
Knowledge of precise RCS parameters is important worldwide, due to its impor-
tance in the field of design of modern aircrafts, boats, cars, military vehicles etc.,
as well as for radar systems development. Since the outdoor test sites are imprac-
tical for their large required measurement ranges and it is difficult to theoretically
estimate RCS of complex targets owing to the impossibility to cover all scattering
mechanisms in simulations, indoor, short-range RCS measurements in NF have been
developed and used widely nowadays. Still, there are efforts in developing fast and
simple measurement and processing technique in order to obtain RCS from near-field
measurements. Based on the fact, that measurements of RCS in very close proxim-
ity of the target and measuring antenna is still challenging subject of research, this
thesis focus on such measurements in small anechoic chamber (4x3x6 m), where FF
conditions cannot be generally met for electrically large objects. One of the promis-
ing measurement method, used for this purpose, is Circular Near-Field to Far-Field
Transform (CNFFFT), that has been thoroughly described in previous chapter.
Till now, performance of CNFFFT technique has been evaluated using primar-
ily numerical models of simple targets and only few papers deal with real target
measurements, i.e. [60], [61], [84], [85]. Furthermore, only narrow bandwidths (ones
of GHz) of transmit signals have been employed leading to small down-range res-
olution. In addition, no image reconstruction performances have been presented
yet. Accordingly, partial goal of this thesis comprises evaluation of applicability
of CNFFFT using very broadband (15 GHz) transmit signal and real single- and
multiple-scattering objects. Suggested solution is presented in Chapter 5 and fol-
lows pre-processing methods (Chapter 4) used in this case. Resulting estimated
RCS data will be then used in image processing later on.
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3.2 Elimination of Wide-Band Antenna Tapering
Effects in the NF RCS Measurements
Supposing mono-static arrangement, measuring antenna could be located in NF
of the target and vice versa. On the other hand, in most cases target is in the
antenna FF. Due to its directional radiation pattern, target is illuminated non-
uniformly, which leads to that the scattering centers, located on target far away
from main beam direction of antenna, contributed incorrectly to total back-scattered
field. Therefore antennas with small apertures are primarily used because of their
main beam, that is wide enough to assure minimum beam taper across illuminated
target extent. However, in case of wide-band antennas (i.e. one decade of frequency
bandwidth) the radiation pattern typically narrows with increasing frequency. In
fact, these antennas need to be used for high-resolution imaging purposes. From
the time-domain (TD) point of view, the radiated signals differ in azimuthal extent
- they are delayed and distorted compared to the one radiated in main-beam di-
rection. The next goal of the thesis is to eliminate aforementioned antenna effects
based on knowledge of wideband antenna radiation patterns. Following this, novel
antenna frequency/impulse responses measurement and computation technique will
be proposed in both, TD and FD for calculation required radiation patterns. Cor-
responding results are outlined in Chapter 6 of this thesis.
3.3 Objects Shape Reconstruction From the FF-
Restored Data, Reduction Clutter and Di-
mensionality of Resulting Images
Besides RCS patterns, targets can be characterized in TD, or rather in spatial
domain, also by their shape restored from broadband measurements. Well known
ISAR technique is often used for targets classification purposes and for imaging of
their scattering centers. However, NF measurements and subsequent data processing
introduce errors (referred as clutter) that in final images represent, besides shape
distortion, unwanted reflections or false scattering centers of target. These originate
mainly from both, reflections from objects surrounding the target as well as from
imaging technique itself.
Following this, next goal of this thesis cover image formation from NF data.
Data obtained in NF, corrected and processed by proposed techniques will be used
to obtain spatial 2D images of measured targets. Applicability of CNFFFT will
be also shown in image processing. In addition, clutter and dimensionality of final
images will be reduced incorporating statistical PCA technique. Results concerning
this goal are discussed in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 4
Methodology of RCS
Calculation
According to previously outlined methods, next part of this thesis deals with FF
and NF measurements of mono-static RCS, that is, besides bi-static case, still matter
of interest and further improvement. Bi-static RCS is not considered in this thesis
since employed test facility cannot provide bi-static measurements. Furthermore,
presented techniques can be generalized to bi-static case as well.
This chapter firstly describes methodology of mono-static RCS measurements in
anechoic chamber employing broadband horn antenna and vector network analyzer
acting as radar system. In order to obtain valid RCS values from both, FF and
NF measurements, errors related directly to measurements need to be corrected.
Therefore, pre-processing techniques are presented in following part. Finally, RCS
patterns of small metal plates are calculated from FF data and compared to modeled
results to verify proposed pre-processing steps. This chapter serves as a prerequisite
for further NF-FF processing steps.
4.1 Mono-static Measurement Setup
All presented results rise from measurements undertaken in full anechoic cham-
ber located at the Department of electromagnetic field, CTU in Prague. Measuring
equipment allows performing fully automated transmission and reflection measure-
ments of basic antenna parameters (primarily radiation, polarization patterns) as
well as mono-static RCS of various objects in full 360 degrees azimuthal span. Both,
amplitude and phase of received signal is stored therefore NF measurements can be
performed in order to compute FF estimation of required quantities.
Overall scheme of last mentioned full anechoic chamber and instrumentation
employed for mono-static RCS measurements is shown in Fig. 4.1 and Appendix A.
Inner extent of the chamber is approximately 4x3x6 m (width x height x length),
whereas maximum possible measurement distance Rmax between antenna and tar-
get is 4 m. Targets under test are mounted on rotary fiberglass support con-
nected to stepped motor that is synchronized with vector network analyzer (VNA)
Rohde&Schwarz ZVA40, [86], acting as transmitter and receiver. Both positioning
system as well as synchronization are manufactured by NSI-MI company, [87]. VNA
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Figure 4.1: Monostatic measurement scheme in anechoic chamber.
is connected to broadband Double Ridged Horn (DRH) antenna DRH20, [88], with
operational frequency bandwidth 1.7 - 20 GHz. Mono-static RCS measurement itself
is then based on collecting backscattered field along circle that encloses target under
test while it is rotating relative to fixed Tx/Rx antenna. Only vertical polarization
of antenna is employed for purpose of this work.
Dimensions of the anechoic chamber do not allow to measure FF RCS of elec-
trically large objects. Theoretical minimum FF ranges (according to Eq. (2.10))
for targets with different maximum dimensions D are depicted in Fig. 4.2. It is
obvious, that only targets of maximum dimension approximately up to 0.16 m can
be measured up to frequency 20 GHz meeting FF conditions.
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Figure 4.2: Minimum FF distances for different maximum targets dimensions and
frequency ranges.
In this thesis, frequency range for measurement is set to 3 - 18 GHz covering C-
band (4 - 8 GHz), X-band (8 - 12 GHz) and Ku-band (12 - 18 GHz) radar frequency
bands. It is chosen according to theoretical down-range (along-track resolution)
resolution and dynamic range of the measurement system. Given 15 GHz bandwidth
results in ∆R0 = 1 cm resolution (see Eq. (2.6)).
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To obtain time domain response from the target located at certain distance from
the measuring antenna, unambiguous range need to be defined. From the transmit
power and target RCS point of view, it represents maximum detection range given
by radar equation, however it also determines time duration of the two-way signal
traveling from radar to target and back. Following Fourier theory, unambiguous
range then defines frequency sampling of the transmit signal and it is represented,
according to Eq. (2.5), by following Eq. (4.1):
∆f =
c
2Runamb
(4.1)
Considering full range extent of the chamber and multiple reflections of the
backscattered signal, unambiguous range is set to Runamb = 6 m, that leads to
the frequency sampling ∆f = 25 MHz. Minimum azimuthal sampling results from
cylindrical NF scan, see Eq. (2.20) for longest measured target. Suppose, that its
length does not exceed 1 m, thus minimal azimuthal step is then (Eq. (4.2)):
∆φ =
λmin
2amin
= 0.0167 rad = 0.95° (4.2)
All the key parameters mentioned above are summarized into Tab. 4.1.
Table 4.1: Basic setup parameters.
Term Value
Frequency bandwidth BW = 3− 18→ 15 GHz
Downrange resolution ∆R0 = c/2BW = 0.01 m
Unambiguous range Runamb = 6 m
Frequency step ∆f = 25 MHz
Azimuthal step ∆φ = 0.5°
Common coordinate system used across this thesis is outlined in Fig. 4.3. It is
assumed, that target under test is situated in center of the coordinate system and it
is rotated along z axis. Target is turned towards to measuring antenna by azimuthal
angle φ. Distance R0 represents range between antenna position (x, y, z) and center
of target rotation, whereas R denotes distance of antenna and any point on target
(x′, y′, z′) defined by position vector ~r′.
R0
R
[x’, y’, z’]
[x, y, z]
x
y
z
r’
Figure 4.3: Coordinate system.
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4.2 Data Pre-processing
Data pre-processing comprises methods for eliminating (mainly) systematic er-
rors from measured data and correcting procedures in order to obtain correct abso-
lute RCS values of target under test.
Therefore, well-known techniques of S-parameters calibration, time gating, back-
ground vector subtraction will be examined in following part of this thesis. More-
over, RCS normalization will be proposed to correct distance and antenna effects on
received signal.
4.2.1 S-parameters Calibration
Dynamic range of the measuring system is limited by its particular parts, mainly
VNA, cables and antenna. Length of the cable, connecting the VNA and Tx/Rx
antenna, introduces additional attenuations. Furthermore, it also reduces unam-
biguous range between antenna and target, since the reference plane (R = 0) is set
approximately at VNA ports as it is outlined in Fig. 4.4. It represents absolute value
of time-domain response of mono-static metal plate measurement. Major reflections
account for connection mismatches of VNA-cable and cable-antenna. Further reflec-
tion stands for antenna aperture mismatch. Target echo can be located at distance
2 m from the antenna. Effect of imperfect absorber coating of rotary positioner
is evident approximately 0.5 m away from target. Last reflection (at approx. 6
m) represents effect of Fourier transform - discretized spectrum is transformed to
periodically repeated time (range) response signal.
ZVA40
Tx/Rx
TargetVNA
Old reference plane New reference plane
2 m cable
Back wall
Down range [m]
Figure 4.4: Uncalibrated time response of target reflection measurement.
In order to suppress systematic errors of measurement path, namely VNA and
cable connected to the antenna, well known one-port Open-Short-Match (OSM)
calibration should be performed. Its presumption is based on the division of the
real VNA into the ideal VNA and the error four-port. After the measurement of the
set of previously known three standards (whereby the error model is determined)
is performed at required reference plane (that is the end of the cable connected to
antenna in this case), the systematic errors of the VNA can be corrected.
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Down range [m]
Figure 4.5: Calibrated time response.
However, used measurement instrumentation that comprises VNA ZVA40 and
NSI positioning controller does not allow to calibrate the system directly, therefore
measured data are corrected by post-processing OSM calibration method imple-
mented in Matlab. Corrected data set is depicted in Fig. 4.5. Reference plane moved
to the antenna connector which results in increase of maximum detection range from
approx. 3 m to 6 m so further reflections can be detected, as backscattered field
from back wall of the anechoic chamber (located 3.3 m away from antenna), that
has not been seen in uncalibrated case.
4.2.2 Background Subtraction
Measured and corrected data, as depicted in Fig. 4.5, suffer still from unwanted
reflections (caused by antenna) and background clutter. Calibrated mono-static TD
transfer function can be derived from Eq. (2.11) into following form, see Eq. (4.3).
urx(t) =
∂
∂t
utx(t) ∗ ha(t) ∗ 1
2piR2c
δ
(
t− 2R
c
)
∗ [htg (t, φtg) + hback(t, φtg)] ∗ ha(t) (4.3)
Described relation is represented in FD accordingly, (Eq. (4.4)).
Urx(ω) = jωUtx(ω)Ha(ω)
e−j2ωR/c
2piR2c
[Htg (ω, φtg) +Hback(ω, φtg)]Ha(ω) (4.4)
It is obvious, that such transfer function consist of sum of the particular transfer
functions representing reflections from target htg(t, φtg) and also from background,
antenna connection and its aperture. These unwanted reflections are summarized
in hback(t) and will be referred as background. It is therefore possible to subtract
undesirable responses from target response by means of vector background subtrac-
tion.
The technique coherently subtracts signals backscattered from test range with
and without presence of target at its every azimuthal position. Background signal
is supposed to be constant in time that means the target surrounding does not vary
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with time and there are no other noise signals present. It is important to measure
background signal in the same arrangement as with presence of target to minimize
errors risen from misalignment of target support and other objects, cable movement
etc.
Resulting subtracted signal usubtrrx (t) then should contain, except antenna re-
sponses, only impulse response of target and error term ∆hback. According to Eq.
(2.53), subtracted signal is described by Eq. (4.5).
usubtrrx (t) =
∂
∂t
utx(t) ∗ ha(t, φa) ∗ 1
2piR2c
δ
(
t− 2R
c
)
∗ [htg(t, φtg) + ∆hback(t, φtg)] ∗ ha(t, φa) (4.5)
From the equations mentioned above, there is obvious, that background subtrac-
tion can be performed in both, time and frequency domain. Results of background
subtraction technique is demonstrated on corrected signal (4.5) from previous sub-
section.
Subtracted signal from metal plate measurement is depicted in Fig. 4.6 and
Fig. 4.7, that represents the same background corrected target range profiles versus
azimuth.
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Figure 4.6: Time response of target after background subtraction.
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Figure 4.7: Subtracted target response versus azimuthal angle.
After the subtraction, almost all clutter reflections from surrounding were elim-
inated, whereas target can be clearly detected. Also static reflections from target
support and from other objects, located in vicinity of the target, are suppressed.
However, this technique is not able to deal with multiple interactions i.e. between
target and its rotary support, that is one of the main disadvantage, that cannot
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be easily avoided. Another drawback is based on target shadowing whose effect is
evident in aforementioned figures. From the radar point of view, target shadows the
objects that would be normally illuminated by radar signal without its presence.
Therefore, background signal contain reflection components from these ”shadowed”
object, that in turn, create undesired reflections in subtracted signals, represented
by ∆hback. Here, these are located 3.3 m far from the antenna aperture and repre-
sent backscattered field from the back wall of the anechoic chamber. Another minor
additional reflections, risen from subtraction, are caused by mutual interactions
of antenna and the target, where its presence slightly changes antenna impedance
matching. However, last mentioned errors can be removed by means of time gating.
4.2.3 Time Gating
Apparent residual reflections in Fig. 4.6, remained primarily from background
subtraction, that are located in sufficient distance from the target reflection, can be
filtered out employing time gating. According to Eq. (2.52), this filtering pro-
cess is mathematically represented in TD as multiplication of received signal urx(t)
with appropriate windowing function w(t), whereas in FD, frequency responses are
convolved.
Based on the usage of data (in TD or FD), appropriate window need to be se-
lected in order to obtain most correct results as possible. Main parameters of gating
window, that affect final signal, are its shape (type) and width. There are many
types of windows designed according their application. TD and FD representation
of some widely used windows is outlined in Fig. 4.8. All the windows are plotted for
same number of points (samples). Width and shape of each window in TD corre-
spond to width of mainlobes and sidelobes attenuation to their FD representation.
Widening of the window in TD its mainlobe narrows in FD and vice versa according
to Fourier theory. Basic parameters of depicted windows are summarized in Tab.
??.
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Figure 4.8: Traces of selected filtering windows.
Here, leakage factor represents ratio of power in the sidelobes to the total window
power. Difference in height from the mainlobe peak to the highest sidelobe peak is
described as relative sidelobe attenuation. Mainlobe width is then defined as width
of the mainlobe at 3 dB below its peak value. It can be seen, that rectangular
window has narrowest mainlobe among presented ones, however suffers from small
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Table 4.2: Basic parameters of filtering windows.
Window name Leakage (%) Rel. sidelobes att. (dB) Mainlobe width (-)
Chebyshev 0.00 -100.0 0.0547
Nuttall 0.00 -93.8 0.0586
Blackman-Harris 0.00 -92.1 0.0586
Flattop 0.00 -88.0 0.1172
Hamming 0.03 -42.5 0.0390
Rectangular 9.14 -13.3 0.0273
sidelobes attenuation. On the other hand, i.e. mainlobe width of Chebyshev window
is wider but has significant sidelobes suppression. Both of these characteristics affect
filtered signal in FD in different manner.
Whilst sidelobes attenuation of almost all used windows is sufficiently high and
affect filtered signal negligibly, their width in TD, and accordingly in FD, can distort
frequency response of signal. In the next figures (Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.10), there
is presented influence of window width on the calculated RCS of metal plate at
10 GHz. Fig. 4.9 shows different widths of rectangular window that determine
amount (length) of filtered signal - reflection from target - from which the RCS is
subsequently calculated.
Figure 4.9: Different width of gating rectangular window.
In the Fig. 4.10 are then calculated RCS for such filtered signals. In the first
case (width of window equals to 3 m), the reflection from back wall of the anechoic
chamber is included into RCS calculation. It leads to significant errors in resolving
sidelobes of the RCS pattern. Next extreme case shows filtering of the signal by
narrow window (0.1 m), where parts of target reflection are not included in RCS
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calculation. It can be clearly seen that RCS is determined correctly within azimuthal
range approx. ±44°. It means that only reflections, corresponding to target rotated
towards to antenna more than ±44°, are filtered out.
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Figure 4.10: RCS of metal plate at 10 GHz - change of width of gating window.
Remaining window widths cover more or less target reflection and correct shape
of RCS is obtained. Nevertheless, main limitation of gating technique results from
fact, that in many cases there are no clear borders of target response. Furthermore,
another reflections from adjacent object and their mutual interactions can be very
close to main reflection from target that cannot be removed without loss of the part
of required signal.
Among previously stated facts, another obvious error rises from using time gating
technique. Multiplication of the signal and window in TD is represented in FD by
convolution. Narrowing the window in TD accordingly broaden its mainlobe in FD,
where it is convolved with frequency response of the signal. It leads to undesirable
distortion (cutoffs) at the edges of filtered frequency response and RCS cannot be
determined at corresponding frequencies, as it is shown in Fig. 4.11.
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Figure 4.11: Reducing of usable frequency response of signal as a consequence of
narrowing the gating window in TD.
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In this case, usable frequency response of flat plate RCS is reduced with narrow-
ing TD gating window, whereas remaining part of response remains unchanged.
This undesirable effect can be observed also with change of window type, see
Fig. 4.12. Edges distortion of frequency bandwidth changes primarily with different
mainlobes widths of same-length windows (Fig. 4.8). Furthermore, signal filtered
by rectangular window contains considerable ripples due to its small sidelobes at-
tenuation. That is also reason why the rectangular window is not often used.
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Figure 4.12: Impact of selected gating windows on filtered frequency response of
signal.
4.2.4 RCS Normalization
Determination of correct mono-static RCS absolute value involves normalization
(calibration) of measured data according to radar equation, see (Eq. 2.1)). Typical
normalization scenario incorporates calibration method based on well known stan-
dard (sphere, cylinder). This approach relies on precise measurement and analytical
knowledge of precisely fabricated standard, see Eq. (2.55). In case of sphere acting
as calibration target, its appropriate diameter need to be chosen according mea-
surement scenario and frequency range - circumference of the sphere should be 10
times greater than wavelength of incident wave in order to ensure its measurement
in optical region. It results, however, in increasing measurement range where FF
condition for such sphere is met. Contrary to that, spheres of smaller diameter are
measured in resonant region where, besides of specular reflections, exist creeping
waves interacting with specular ones or with surrounding objects.
From aforementioned facts indirect calibration with known standards seems to
be difficult to apply for wideband, short range NF and FF measurements described
in this thesis. Therefore, in next section RCS normalization technique based on
antenna transfer function (or gain) measurements will be described. Furthermore,
such measurement will be employed in NF to FF RCS reconstruction process, namely
in antenna radiation pattern compensation.
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Mono-static, FD reflection measurement scenario can be described from the sim-
plified signal flow graph as follows, see Fig. 4.13. Target represented by its reflection
coefficient Γobj(ω, φ) is located in distance r from the Tx/Rx antenna, that is defined
by 2-port and its S parameters. Γair(ω) then represents the reflection from air, expo-
nential terms denote the wave propagation and Γobj(ω, φ) includes reflections from
the target and clutter. The measured data are then expressed as the total reflection
coefficient Γmeas(ω), see Eq. (4.6). This equation can be computed directly using
Mason’s rule, see Appendix B. For the clarity reasons, all variables will be stated
without angular and azimuthal dependencies.
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Figure 4.13: Flow chart of the monostatic RCS measurement.
Γmeas = S11 +
S21S12
(
Γair + Γobj
e−j2kr
r2
)
1− S22
(
Γair + Γobj
e−j2kr
r2
) ≈ S11 + S21S12Γobj e−j2kr
r2
(4.6)
Since the S11 and S22 describe the connector and aperture reflections of the
antenna, their influence can be removed from the data set by the process of time
gating. Furthermore, Γair can be considered as equal to zero. The denominator
can be then approximated by one due to its negligible exponential term. In the
remaining relation, the S12S21 describes the antenna transmission parameters and
the exponential term represents wave propagation (in both directions). To suppress
additional reflections from Γobj, background vector subtraction can be utilized.
In order to extract the Γobj from this simplified equation, the second measure-
ment, concerning only two antennas, is carried out in next step. The separation
equals (in general) to the distance between the antenna and target. The signal flow
graph of this scenario is depicted in Fig. 4.14.
Total transmission coefficient can be computed from this signal graph, see Eq.
(4.7):
b
a
=
S21S
′
12
e−jkr
r
1 + ΓLA1 + S22S ′22Γ
2
air − S22Γair − S ′22Γair − S22S ′22
e−j2kr
r2
(4.7)
Here, A1 is expressed by Eq. (4.8) as follows.
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Figure 4.14: Flow chart of the transient measurement.
A1 = S ′11S22Γair + S
′
11S
′
22Γair + S
′
12S
′
21S22Γ
2
air − S ′11S ′22S22Γ2air
+ (S ′11S
′
22S22 − S ′12S ′21S22)
e−j2kr
r2
− S ′11 − S ′12S21 (4.8)
Supposing two identical antennas, Eq. (4.7) and Eq. (4.8) are reduced to form
of Eq. (4.9) and Eq. (4.10) respectively.
A1 = S12S21S22Γ
2
air − S12S21 − S11 (1− S22Γair)2
+
(
S11S
2
22 − S12S21S22
) e−j2kr
r2
(4.9)
S21S12
e−jkr
r
ΓLA1 + (1− S22Γair)2 − S222
e−j2kr
r2
(4.10)
When the resulting equation is simplified as in the first case, and, given the
matched receiver (ΓL = 0) and negligible backward transmission (exponential term),
the transmission coefficient takes the final form as follows, see Eq. (4.11):
b
a
≈ S21S12 e
−jkr
r
(4.11)
Since described measurement is undertaken in anechoic chamber, above men-
tioned simplification can be taken into account. Final relation (Eq. (4.11)) can
be de-convoluted from Eq. (4.6) and Γmeas can be obtained with additional 1/r
2
distance correction. Given method describes typical antenna gain and free-space
loss compensation. Second transition measurement can be substituted by known
antenna gain values (obtained typically from calibrated antenna measurements in
main-beam direction) in case of FF RCS measurements. However, for the purpose of
antenna pattern compensation of NF RCS, broadband, azimuth-dependent antenna
transient responses S21 and S12 need to be known. Furthermore, in this particular
case (when the distance between the target and antenna is 2 m), if the distance
between antennas in transient response measurement equals to 4 m, the Γobj can be
directly obtained by de-convolution of Eq. (4.11) from Eq. (4.6).
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4.2.5 FF RCS Measurements - Validation of Pre-processing
Techniques
RCS of selected simple targets, calculated from mono-static FF measurements are
presented in this subsection to verify measurement process and correction techniques
that are used in both, NF and FF processing techniques. Validity of measurements
and correction techniques are verified by numerical simulations undertaken in CST
Microwave Studio and FEKO full-wave software, that have been proven to give
adequately precise results.
In order to obtain RCS of selected targets, aforementioned correction techniques
are utilized to measured data according to following Fig. 4.15.
Target
measurement
Ant. response
measurement
Background
measurement
Gating
RCS
computation
Background
subtraction
Calibration
Figure 4.15: FF measurement and calibration process.
Firstly, OSM calibration standards are measured within specified frequency band
by means of VNA to perform oﬄine error vector correction of measured data. Mono-
static reflections from target and background are subsequently measured in FD in
selected azimuthal span with given sampling. According to FF criteria and dynam-
ical range of system, distance between target and antenna R0 is set to 2 m or 3.5 m.
In case of uncalibrated antenna, its response is measured according to section 4.2.4.
These three measurements are then subject of time gating process. Alternatively,
background can be subtracted from target signal in FD at first and gated afterwards.
Suppressing overall system errors as possible during measurement and data cor-
rection, relative RCS of the target is obtained. In order to calculate its exact absolute
value within given frequency bandwidth, RCS level equalization is performed based
on known antenna gain or its measured frequency response and its distance to target.
Metal plates of different dimensions are selected as test targets, see Fig. 4.16.
120 x 105 x 2 mm
80 x 80 x 2 mm
250 x 78 x 2 mm
Figure 4.16: Metal plates used for FF RCS measurements.
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Dimensions of the selected plates, as well as their dimensions in term of max-
imum and minimum wavelengths λmax, λmin (corresponding to lowest and highest
frequencies 3 GHz and 18 GHz respectively), are stated in Tab. 4.3. Furthermore,
corresponding minimum FF ranges RFF and actual measurement ranges R0 are also
presented. They are expressed in terms of FF range (for λmax and λmin) as well.
Table 4.3: Dimensions of targets and distances min. RFF and R0.
Dim.(mm) Dim. (xλmax, xλmin) RFF (m) R0 (m) R0(xRFF )
80 x 80 0.80 x 0.80, 4.80 x 4.80 0.26 - 1.54 2.0 7.81 - 1.30
120 x 105 1.20 x 1.05, 7.20 x 6.30 0.51 - 3.05 2.0 3.93 - 0.66
250 x 78 2.50 x 0.78, 15.00 x 4.68 1.37 - 8.23 3.5 2.55 - 0.43
Minimum FF distances for maximum (diagonal) dimensions of plates are de-
picted in Fig. 4.17. It can be seen, that for 2 m measurement range (dashed line),
only smallest plate meets FF criteria, whereas plate of dimensions 120x105 mm is
measured in FF range RFF up to 12 GHz and approximately up to 7.5 GHz in case
of 250x78 mm plate. First two targets are measured at distance 2 m whereas long
plate at 3.5 m (dashed line). Thus, in terms of RFF , measurements of the targets are
undertaken at distances approximately 7.81RFF − 1.3RFF , 3.93RFF − 0.66RFF
and 2.55RFF − 0.43RFF . According to Fig. 2.13, main- and sidelobes of resulting
RCS should be properly determined, only nulls should be shallow.
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Figure 4.17: Minimum FF distances for maximal dimensions of plates.
RCS of measured targets are compared to results obtained from numerical CST
models and with analytical formula for maximum mono-static RCS of the flat plates,
that is written as:
σplate =
4piw2h2
λ2
(4.12)
In the next part, resulting RCSs of metal plates of different sizes within given
frequency span are presented. However, RCS cannot be determined correctly for
utmost frequencies of bandwidth (3 and 18 GHz) due to time gating process. There-
fore, only frequency range from 4 to 17 GHz will be use here for RCS comparison.
RCS of 80x80 mm Plate
Based on the RCS correction process outlined in Fig. 4.15, following figures
represent comparison of measured RCS and their comparisons with numerical data
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obtained from CST model of the plate successively at selected frequencies 4, 5, 10,
15 and 17 GHz, see Fig. 4.18 - 4.22. Owing to symmetry of targets, results are
depicted only within (-90°,90°) azimuthal span with step 0.5°. Furthermore, they
are normalized to 0 dB for comparison purposes. Very good agreement of measured
and modeled RCS can be observed at lower frequencies. Here, difference across
whole azimuth is less than 0.5 dB. At higher frequencies (10, 15, 17 GHz) level of
sidelobes differs about 1 dB or less.
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Figure 4.18: Measured RCS of 80x80 metal plate at 4 GHz and its num. model.
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Figure 4.19: Measured RCS of 80x80 metal plate at 5 GHz and its num. model.
More considerable changes are evident in nulls of the patterns. Differences of
sharp nulls of first few sidelobes are caused by both, insufficient distance of the target
and antenna and wide azimuthal step (in measurement as well as in simulation). On
the other hand, differences in slowly varying peaks and nulls (evident in Fig. 4.20
around ±60°) may be introduced by sum of uncertainties from measurement to data
post-processing and also by finite accuracy of numerical model.
Observable ripples at higher frequencies occurring approx. below -23 dB and less
signify that the signals were measured near noise level. Inaccurate initial positioning
of target then gives a rise of slight asymmetry in RCS patterns.
Recovered absolute RCS values (within measured frequency span) by means of
normalization technique presented above in subsection 4.2.4, are compared with
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Figure 4.20: Measured RCS of 80x80 metal plate at 10 GHz and its num. model.
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Figure 4.21: Measured RCS of 80x80 metal plate at 15 GHz and its num. model.
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Figure 4.22: Measured RCS of 80x80 metal plate at 17 GHz and its num. model.
modeled case and with analytical model, see Fig. 4.23. Traces are valid for target
oriented perpendicularly towards antenna (maximum RCS). Applying normalization
process, the effect of free space loss (FSL) and two-path antenna response (or gain)
is corrected. It need to be mentioned, that only antenna response at zero azimuth
(at main radiation direction) is used. Time gating process and periodical spectrum
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Figure 4.23: Maximum RCS of 80x80 mm metal plate measured in FF condition -
comparison with its numerical model in CST and analytical value.
suppress the signal at the edges of frequency bandwidth. Mismatch of modeled and
theoretical values comes out of from accuracy of simulation process - CST model,
surface meshing, used integral solver employing MLFMM approach etc.
RCS of 120x105 mm Plate
FF RCSs of 120x105 mm plate are assumed to be computed from measured data
up to approximately 12 GHz according to FF criteria. However, FF RCS should be
correctly retrieved even at 18 GHz (that is actually measured 0.67RFF away from
atnenna), only nulls will have not as sharp minimum as ”true” FF RCS patterns
would have. It can be seen on following figures (Fig. 4.24 - 4.26), where measured
RCS traces are depicted for frequencies 5, 10 and 15 GHz.
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Figure 4.24: Measured RCS of 120x105 metal plate at 5 GHz and its num. model.
Figures show comparatively same results as in previous case except more shallow
nulls as expected. Slight imbalance in RCS level at ±90° are caused by imperfect
target centering on the turnable support or even centering of gating window and
target response in data post-processing step. Levels of nulls increase as frequency
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Figure 4.25: Measured RCS of 120x105 metal plate at 10 GHz and its num. model.
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Figure 4.26: Measured RCS of 120x105 metal plate at 15 GHz and its num. model.
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Figure 4.27: Maximum RCS of 120x105 mm metal plate measured in FF condition
- comparison with its numerical model in CST and analytical value.
grows. Besides the evident NF effect, it can be also caused by insufficient azimuthal
sampling.
Comparison of absolute RCS values versus frequency, shown in Fig. 4.27, is
similar to case above with same errors that influence accuracy of result.
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RCS of 250x78 mm Plate
Dependency of the measurement range on resulting RCS values is shown in the
next case. The plate, 250 mm long and 78 mm high is employed as a target. RCSs
are calculated from data measured at distances 3.5 m, 2.5 m and 1.5 m, that is
2.55RFF − 0.43RFF , 1.82RFF − 0.3RFF and 1.09RFF − 0.18RFF in terms of
FF range. It is obvious, that the target is located more or less in NF even at 3.5 m.
It can be seen in figures Fig. 4.28 - Fig. 4.30. With increasing frequency, nulls of
first few sidelobes around mainlobe succesively vanishes, whereas levels of sidelobes
are higher than modeled ones.
RCS measurements, carried out at distance 3.5 m, suffer from almost insufficient
dynamic range for targets having low RCS. In Fig. 4.29 and 4.30 noticeable ripples
occur around ±90° where the measured signals reach noise floor of measurement
system.
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Figure 4.28: Measured RCS of 250x78 mm metal plate at 5 GHz and its num. model.
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Figure 4.29: Measured RCS of 250x78 mm metal plate at 10 GHz and its num.
model
Following figure (Fig. 4.31) outlines comparison of computed RCS values of the
plate with respect to different measurement ranges at frequencies 5, 10 and 15 GHz
respectively. NF effects are observable at all frequencies as the antenna approaches
the target, however most significant changes occur around mainlobe as anticipated,
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Figure 4.30: Measured RCS of 250x78 mm metal plate at 15 GHz and its num.
model.
whereas rest of RCS patterns remain unchanged. Differences in patterns at the edges
of azimuthal span represent sum of errors arisen from measurement and calculation
process.
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Figure 4.31: Comparison of 250x78 mm metal plate RCS at different distances - 3.5
m, 2.5 m and 1.5 m.
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4.3 Intermediate Results Summary
In this part of thesis, methodology of calculating RCS patterns from high-
resolution measurements, undertaken in short-range full anechoic chamber, has
been proposed. Firstly, common test site has been described for both, FF and
NF monostatic RCS measurements. In both cases, measured data suffer from many
errors, caused mainly by unwanted reflections arisen from overall measurement path
(impedance mismatches, reflections from objects surrounding the target under test,
etc.). Therefore, well-known correcting techniques, namely time gating and back-
ground vector subtraction, have been described mathematically in TD and FD as
well. Based on this representation, implementation of these techniques have been
analyzed since their unapparent properties and restrictions (at first sight) can bring
additional errors to processed data.
By implementing above mentioned techniques, accurate relative RCS values are
obtained from FF measurements. Absolute RCS values are commonly retrieved from
target measurements employing additional measurement of known target. However,
such technique cannot be used in case of NF broadband measurement according to
reasons, that have been described. Another RCS normalization technique has been
proposed instead. It comprises correction of (unknown) two-way antenna response
by means of transmission measurement of two identical antennas. This technique is
utilized later in this thesis in antenna pattern compensation process.
Finally, validity of proposed processing scheme have been demonstrated on tar-
gets measured in FF conditions across wide frequency bandwidth. Achieved RCS
patterns show agreement with numerical models of used targets.
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Chapter 5
FF RCS Determination from
NF Measurements
This chapter describes process of determination of FF RCS patterns obtained
from NF measurements of basic targets. Basic targets are represented by objects
having single-scattering characteristics - metal plates and prisms of different dimen-
sions in this case. Firstly, proposed measurement and data correction scheme is
stated. Based on CNFFFT data transformation (see section 2.3), corrected NF-FF
RCS patterns of selected targets are then compared with their models.
5.1 NF-FF RCS Correction
NF to FF transformation, described in this part of thesis, is based on circular
technique CNFFFT stated in section 2.3. This transform, derived from cylindrical
NF measurements, comprise circular scanning of the target only in its one horizontal
plane. The FF RCS is then approximated from NF data supposing additional de-
mands and restrictions related primarily to target. While the scanning is performed
only in one plane, the target height (dimension perpendicular to target rotation)
is assumed to be sufficiently low - field backscattered from target is negligible in
elevation compared to azimuthal plane, in which the target is scanned. Since the
CNFFFT method is derived from scattering model of target, (total scattered field
of the target can be described as a superposition of scattered fields from individual
scattering centers distributed on target, representing its main reflective parts), only
single-scattering mechanisms are taken into account. Therefore, multiple-scattering
mechanisms (creeping waves, multiple reflections, waveguide modes etc.) are not
taken into consideration in this case resulting in inaccurate RCS determination.
Overall computational scheme used here for NF to FF transform of NF data is
outlined in Fig. 5.1. Data pre-processing (time gating, background vector subtrac-
tion) follows techniques mentioned in previous chapter.
Firstly, suppose ideal Tx/Rx antenna (infinitesimal dipole) is employed for ob-
taining scattered field of target (in all required azimuthal steps) as well as its back-
ground. Measured data are then gated and background signal is subtracted from
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Figure 5.1: Proposed NF RCS measurement and calibration process.
target response. Then, NF to FF RCS transform is performed in order to obtain
relative RCS patterns. Its scheme is depicted in Fig. 5.2, where main processing
steps are stated according to section 2.3.
Time domainFrequency domainAngular harmonics
Figure 5.2: CNFFFT processing scheme.
Final estimates of relative RCS patterns σ(φ, k) are computed from received
voltage signals ur(φ, k) measured at particular azimuthal steps φ within frequency
range 3 - 18 GHz (denoted by wavenumber k). These signals, transformed into TD
by means of IFFT, are weighted by range factor R3/2 and converted back into FD.
This step transforms the two-way spherical wave to one-way incoming cylindrical
wave - from target to antenna (Eq. (2.28)). Now, preprocessed data ur(φ, k) need
to be translated from NF to FF in angular harmonics domain. It represents Fourier
image of preprocessed data along azimuthal dimension (φ). Now, the convolution
kernel (incorporating Hankel function) is computed at each frequency point and
multiplied with the corresponding angular harmonics of signal. Taking inverse FT
of resulting product back to FD, FF estimation of backscattered signal SFF (φ, k) is
obtained.
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To confirm performance of suggested aforementioned preprocessing and trans-
formation techniques, set of NF measurements has been performed employing metal
plate and two metal prisms located 1.5 m in front of measuring antenna and trans-
formed into FF. Since the measured objects are symmetrical, only 180° azimuthal
span is employed.
RCS of 250x78x2 mm Metal Plate
For the purpose of this work, metal plate of dimensions 250x78 mm, whose RCS
values have been incorrectly evaluated in previous chapter, is used here in order
to confirm validity of formerly proposed NF-FF transformation scheme. Following
transformed RCS values result from measurement at distance 1.5 m from the an-
tenna, that is 1.09RFF − 0.18RFF in term of FF range for frequency span 3 -
18 GHz. Dimensions of the target are chosen to be smaller than width of mainlobe
of the antenna radiation pattern in order to minimize its influence on the resulting
data in whole frequency band.
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Figure 5.3: RCS of the 250x78 mm metal plate reconstructed from NF data at f =
5 GHz - comparison with CST simulation.
Fig. 5.3 depicts FF RCS result of transformation process of the plate at 5 GHz.
Compared to modeled pattern, maximum error in resolving sidelobes levels is less
than 0.45 dB, whereas in case of uncorrected values the error reaches up to 2.4 dB
(first sidelobes level)). It is seen the nulls are restored as well across whole azimuthal
range except those at ±47° due to errors arisen from inaccurate measurement and/or
following post-processing, mainly by means of gating and background subtraction,
since remaining correction steps do not change their settings in case of computing
RCS of different targets (it can be seen on results outlined further in this section).
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Figure 5.4: RCS of the 250x78 mm metal plate reconstructed from NF data at f =
10 GHz - comparison with CST simulation.
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Figure 5.5: RCS of the 250x78 mm metal plate reconstructed from NF data at f =
15 GHz - comparison with CST simulation.
Analogously, comparison of NF and transformed data is depicted in Fig. 5.4 and
Fig. 5.5 for 10 and 15 GHz. However, NF patterns (green lines) are normalized to
their maximum values (mainlobe), even though the mainlobe level decreases with
frequency due to strong NF effects, as it is outlined in Fig. 4.31. It results in
incorrect sidelobe levels comparison of NF and FF data in this relative measure -
sidelobes of these NF data thus seem to be higher compared to their actual position.
Employing the NF-FF transform therefore increases mainlobe level that reflects on
decreasing sidelobes in relative measure.
Predicted FF patterns show agreement (difference below 1 dB) with their nu-
merical models within ±45° azimuthal range. Target positioning misalignment and
additional reflections cause errors that are more significant at higher frequencies.
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RCS of 425x80x80 mm and 870x40x40 mm Prism
In next step, two metal prisms (see Fig. 5.6) are measured in addition to metal
plate since it has been measured at relatively far distance compared to its dimensions
and only moderate NF effects have been observed.
Summary of targets lengths and ranges is tabulated in Tab. 5.1. Remaining
the measurement distance unchanged (1.5 m), these targets are located only within
15λmax - 91λmin from the antenna. Here, λmax refers to lowest frequency 3 GHz
whereas λmin corresponds to highest frequency 18 GHz of employed bandwidth.
From the target lengths and measured distance it is obvious, that antenna is located
in reactive NF of long targets. Arose errors will be discussed later.
Figure 5.6: Metal prisms used for NF RCS measurements.
Table 5.1: Dimensions of targets and distances min. RFF and R0.
Dim.(mm) Dim. (xλmax, xλmin) RFF (m) R0 (m) R0(xRFF )
425 x 80 x 80 4.25 x 0.80, 25.50 x 4.80 3.74 - 22.44 1.5 0.535 - 0.089
870 x 40 x 40 8.70 x 0.40, 52.20 x 2.40 15.17 - 91.02 1.5 0.100 - 0.017
Targets are measured at distance 1.5 m that corresponds to 1.72L - 3.53L mul-
tiple of targets lengths L and 15λmax - 90λmin in wavelengths. However, their FF
range RFF is then 3.74 m - 22.44 m and 15.17 m - 91.02 m respectively. Thus,
in terms of RFF , measurements of the targets are undertaken at distance approxi-
mately 0.535RFF − 0.089RFF or 0.1RFF − 0.017RFF . According to Fig. 2.13,
values of both, nulls and maximums of main- and side-lobes should not be deter-
mined correctly in resulting NF RCS compared to FF case.
Following figures show RCS patterns of prisms before and after NF-FF transform
for selected frequencies 5, 10 and 15 GHz. Results are compared to numerically
evaluated RCS values using FEKO software.
Fig. 5.7 - 5.9 represent comparison of estimated RCSs of 425x80x80 mm prism
with their theoretical (simulated) and NF RCS values. Depicted NF patterns are
computed directly from measured data (only after gating and background subtrac-
tion).
As it is seen in Fig. 5.7, shorter prism is located relatively far from antenna
in terms of FF range (0.24RFF ) compared to higher frequencies. Amplitude lev-
els of main- and side-lobes are perfectly restored from NF data in azimuthal range
±40° with error less than 0.2 dB at main-lobes. Difference between reconstructed
RCS and numerical model at around ±60° originates from the fact the target is
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oriented towards to antenna in way that reflected signal starts to interact with the
surrounding objects (mainly flat absorbers in this case) and it results in interference
of different backscattered signals. This is also indicated in RCS pattern by alternat-
ing levels of sidelobes. This phenomenon disappear when the target aligns parallel
to antenna and its backscattered field from becomes stronger. This error grows with
length of target and increasing frequency and it cannot be easily mathematically
suppressed. It will be shown later on in this section.
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Figure 5.7: RCS of the 425x80x80 mm prism reconstructed from NF data at f = 5
GHz - comparison with FEKO simulation.
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Figure 5.8: RCS of the 425x80x80 mm prism reconstructed from NF data at f = 10
GHz - comparison with FEKO simulation.
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Figure 5.9: RCS of the 425x80x80 mm prism reconstructed from NF data at f = 15
GHz - comparison with FEKO simulation.
The interference error is also evident at higher frequencies, see Fig. 5.8 and Fig.
5.9), where RCSs of short prism are depicted for frequencies 10 and 15 GHz. In both
cases, restored NF-FF RCSs correspond to their numerical values in almost whole
azimuthal range. However, due to insufficient azimuthal sampling (in terms of plot-
ting), amplitudes of side-lobes are incorrectly depicted. It occurs, when the spacing
of adjacent nulls exceeds angular sampling step. Obvious side-lobes misalignment
occurs more significantly at around ±60° compared to previous case.
Effect of NF-FF algorithm can be demonstrated by Fig. 5.10, where recon-
structed RCS of short prism as a function of frequency and azimuth is stated.
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Figure 5.10: RCS of the 425x80x80 mm prism - comparison of: a) NF RCS data
with b) NF-FF corrected RCS patterns.
Absolute RCS values of the short prism across measured frequency bandwidth
are shown in Fig. 5.11. Maximum difference of computed and modeled RCS does
not exceed 1.5 dB in whole bandwidth except at utmost frequencies where RCS
values are distorted by process of time gating.
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Figure 5.11: Maximum RCS of the 425x80x80 mm prism reconstructed from NF
data - comparison with FEKO simulation.
Results concerning long, 870x40x40 mm prism are presented in same manner as
in case of short one. It is measured at distances 0.1RFF − 0.017RFF . It means that
target is already measured in reactive NF. Such short measurement range leads to
more inaccurate transformed FF RCS patterns (Fig. 5.12 - Fig. 5.14), since only
one part of the field is measured (vertically polarized).
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Figure 5.12: RCS of the 870x40x40 mm prism reconstructed from NF data at f = 5
GHz - comparison with FEKO simulation.
Both, amplitude and position of side-lobes are more misaligned compared to
FF RCS values as measurement frequency increases. Besides the interference errors
causing misalignment and asymmetrical amplitude level of the side-lobes, very short
measurement range causes also their broadening. Therefore, these results cannot be
used for precise localization of sidelobes positions. Nevertheless, their amplitude
more-or-less corresponds to modeled patterns and can be thus utilized i.e. for sta-
tistical purposes.
In addition, impact of directional antenna pattern is observable in results: since
the target is illuminated non-uniformly in amplitude and phase, scattered field suf-
fers from tapering error, especially when the target is perpendicularly oriented to
antenna in this case. It results typically in lower the utmost sidelobes levels of RCS
pattern.
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This error rises with frequency as the antenna mainlobe narrows. Moreover,
asymmetry of computed patterns is caused mainly by misalignment of the target on
rotary support and also by asymmetric arrangement of object located in vicinity of
target.
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Figure 5.13: RCS of the 870x40x40 mm prism reconstructed from NF data at f =
10 GHz - comparison with FEKO simulation.
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Figure 5.14: RCS of the 870x40x40 mm prism reconstructed from NF data at f =
15 GHz - comparison with FEKO simulation.
Reconstructed RCS of long prism as a function of frequency and azimuth (Fig.
5.15) shows artifacts, that remain unchanged compared to unprocessed data. These
are introduced mainly by interference mechanisms as stated earlier. Frequency de-
pendence of retrieved maximum absolute RCS pattern is depicted in Fig. 5.16).
Obvious ripples are introduces by NF errors and measurement sensitivity.
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Figure 5.15: RCS of the 870x40x40 mm prism - comparison of: a) NF RCS data
with b) NF-FF corrected RCS patterns.
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Figure 5.16: Maximum RCS of the 870x40x40 mm prism reconstructed from NF
data - comparison with FEKO simulation.
5.2 Intermediate Results Summary
Existing full anechoic chamber at the department of Electromagnetic field at
CTU in Prague allows to measure FF single-plain RCS patterns of targets having
limited dimensions due to short test range. Practically, these restriction lead to em-
ploy NF measurement technique with subsequent FF extrapolation post-processing.
Therefore, CNFFFT technique has been adopted in this thesis for transforming NF
data into FF RCS pattern. Following stated theoretical background, NF to FF
processing scheme has been outlined.
Till now, validity of this technique has been confirmed primarily by numerical
simulations [60], [61], [84], [85] and only few papers deal with real measurements.
Moreover, they show performance only in restricted azimuthal and frequency span.
Based on these facts, broadband NF measurements (15 GHz span) of long test
targets have been undertaken at very short distance that ranges from 0.4RFF to
0.017RFF according to frequency. Following that, targets have been measured in
both, radiative and reactive NF and arisen differences with modeled FF RCS pat-
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terns have been discussed. Results of NF-FF processing still have shown very good
correspondence with modeled targets. Furthermore, they have revealed errors caused
by interactions of target and background objects and also impact of radiation pat-
terns of test antenna. Last mentioned is subject of further compensation technique
stated later on.
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Chapter 6
Antenna Characterization
and Compensation in NF-FF
RCS Transformation
This thesis deals with measurement of electrically large targets (in azimuthal
plane) compared to measurement distance. Furthermore, to obtain wideband reflec-
tion data, antenna with appropriate operational bandwidth need to be employed.
In this case, broadband double-ridged horn antenna is used. It has relatively high
directivity that increases with frequency. Contrary to FF RCS measurements, in
NF this antenna thus performs a weighted spatial averaging of scattered field that
is accordingly received. This phenomenon can lead to obtaining incorrect ampli-
tude and phase of measured field and need to be suppressed by means of antenna
compensation process.
This chapter therefore firstly describes novel method for calculation of antenna
frequency/impulse responses from measurements undertaken in both, TD and FD.
Based on this, broadband antenna radiation patterns are obtained. Furthermore,
description of time (spatial) antenna characteristics brings another information us-
able in NF scanning. Accordingly, antenna compensation is implemented to NF-FF
scheme.
6.1 Antenna Characterization by Means of its Im-
pulse Response
Broadband RCS measurements involve employing antenna that can operate in
whole required frequency bandwidth. Radiation pattern of such antenna varies
with increasing frequency - main beam typically narrows together with increase of
sidelobes number. In many cases, dimensions of the target are much larger than
size of antenna aperture, that is mostly located in NF of the target. Therefore the
target is unevenly illuminated by spherical wave. It can introduce significant errors
in reconstruction of the FF RCS from NF measurements. These undesirable effects
need to be compensated based on the knowledge of antenna radiation patterns across
required frequency band.
Next part therefore proposes obtaining azimuth-dependent TD impulse responses
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of antenna based on three basic measurement methods:
 three antennas method,
 two identical antennas method,
 reference antenna method (gain transfer method).
Results are then compared with measurements carried out in FD domain.
6.1.1 Transmission Model Between Two Antennas
The transmission model between two antennas can be expressed by appropriate
equations as a Linear Time Invariant (LTI) system. It is possible to elaborate the
model separately for receive and radiation modes, [89], [90], [91]. The received
voltage urx(t) in the receive mode can be expressed in the time domain as follows:
urx(t)√
ZC
= hrx(t, φrx, θrx) ∗ ei(t, φi, θi)√
Z0
(6.1)
where ZC is the characteristic port impedance, Z0 denotes the characteristic
impedance of free space (which equals 120 pi), ei(t, φi, θi) stands for the electric
field of incident wave in the time domain from the direction (φi, θi), hrx(t, φrx, θrx)
represents the normalized effective height of the antenna in receive mode. The
electric field etx(t, r, φtx, θtx) of radiated waves at the distance r from the direction
(φtx, θtx) can be expressed by the following equation:
etx(t, r, φtx, θtx)√
Z0
=
1
r
δ
(
t− r
c0
)
∗ an(t, φtx, θtx) ∗ utx(t)√
ZC
(6.2)
ZC stands for the characteristic port impedance, while utx(t) represents the volt-
age of transmit impulse. The factor an(t, φtx, θtx), which includes the antenna direc-
tional, polarization and radiation properties, is formulated in the following manner:
an(t, φtx, θtx) =
1
2pic0
∂
∂t
htx(t, φtx, θtx) (6.3)
Here, htx(t, φtx, θtx) corresponds to the normalized effective height of the transmit
antenna. Consequently, the overall transmission model is depicted in Fig. 6.1. The
transmission equation of this model can be, in both, time and frequency domains,
expressed from Eq. (6.1) - (6.3) by the equations listed below. The variables hch(t)
and Hch(ω) represent the impulse response and frequency response of the channel.
For further considerations, impulse responses obtained at zero elevation and azimuth
angles of transmit as well as receive antenna are going to be taken into consideration.
urx(t) =
√
ZC,rx
ZC,tx
hrx(t, φrx, θrx) ∗ 1
2pirtxrxc0
δ
(
t− rtxrx
c0
)
∗ hch (t) ∗ htx(t, φtx, θtx) ∗ ∂
∂t
utx(t) (6.4)
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Figure 6.1: Transient channel of the impulse response measurement.
Urx(ω) =
√
ZC,rx
ZC,tx
Hrx(ω, φrx, θrx)
e−jωrrxtx/c0
2pirrxtxc0
·Hch (ω) · jωHtx(ω, φtx, θtx)Utx(ω) (6.5)
6.1.2 Transmission Measurement in Frequency Domain
The transmissions between two antennas in the frequency domain (FD) can be
simply measured by means of the VNA ZVA40. The obtained parameters can be
transformed into the time domain using the Fourier transform. The results are then
impulse responses to the ideal Dirac impulse.
To correct systematic errors of transmission parameters measurement, the most
common method, called Open-Short-Load-Transmission (SOLT) method, in other
words also Open-Short-Match-Line (OSML), is used.
6.1.3 Transmission Measurement in Time Domain
The measurement in the time domain (TD) is carried out using the wideband
scope Agilent DCAJ86100C with TDR/TDT module 54754A (with the frequency
bandwidth of up to 18 GHz). The latter is used as a sharp step generator (its rise
time is approx. 40 ps with amplitude of approx. 200 mV) in the TD transmission
(TDT) mode. Commonly, the impulse response h(t) of any measured circuits repre-
sents the circuit response simulated or measured with the Dirac impulse excitation.
In case of the ideal step/edge excitation, the impulse response h(t) equals the deriva-
tive of the step response (obtained with the ideal step excitation - measured by the
TDT module). In this case, the sharp edge from TDT module is transformed to
impulse and amplified by means of the wideband amplifier MINICIRCUITS ZVA-
213-S+ working within the frequency range of 0.8 GHz - 21 GHz. The overall system
is depicted in Fig. 6.2. The resulting signal is then used as the excitation impulse;
see Fig. 6.3. Its spectrum is shown in Fig. 6.4. The usable parts of the spectra
ranges from 0 to approximately 18 GHz. Higher spectral components with ampli-
tudes that are hundred times smaller than the maximum can give rise to ambiguities
in transmission scattering parameter calculation; see Eq. (6.5) and Eq. (6.6). This
usable spectrum almost covers the operational bandwidth of measured antennas.
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In the FD, it is possible to apply a correction method, such as SOLT or others.
It is intended to correct the impedance imperfections and unwanted reflections.
Only the cable lengths and dispersion were taken into account and corrected using
the excitation impulse measurement through two cables (out of which the one is
used for feeding of the transmitting antennas, while the other one for the receiving
antenna), connected by a short adapter instead of antennas. This impulse response is
consequently used as a reference for the transmission between a set of antennas. The
coefficient Sij(ω) signifies the evaluation by means of the Fourier transformation.
Figure 6.2: Transient response measurement with Agilent scope and low-noise am-
plifier.
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Figure 6.3: Excitation impulse in TD.
Both time and frequency domain measurements can be employed for character-
ization of the time or frequency domain antenna parameters. The main advantage
of the time domain approach consists in the measurement speed (in the real-time
scope) and direct gating of unwanted reflections. Contrary to that, the frequency
domain measurements are highly beneficial in case of narrowband characteristics. In
addition, a higher dynamic range can be reached with the help of VNA measurement
(in FD).
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Figure 6.4: Excitation impulse in FD.
6.1.4 Three Antennas Method
The three antennas method represents a commonly used technique to precisely
determine the absolute gain of three arbitrary antennas. Furthermore, it can be
employed in order to obtain the TD impulse responses of antennas. In case of this
method, it is required to solve three transmission equations (6.4) for all three possible
pairs of antennas. Rather than performing de-convolutions, impulse responses are
calculated in the FD and transferred back to the TD. With the known excitation and
measured signal, the transmission scattering parameter Srxtx(ω) can be evaluated
from Eq. (6.5). In case of highly directive antennas and small distance between
them, the channel response Hch(ω) is considered to equal 1. In addition, assuming
ideally co-polarized, matched antennas and equal port impedances, Srxtx(ω) can be
simplified and takes the following form:
Srxtx (ω) = Htx (ω)Hrx (ω)
jωe−jωr/c0
2pirc0
(6.6)
Impulse responses of three unknown antennas are then obtained from the mea-
surement of all antennas combinations S12(ω), S23(ω) and S31(ω) at a known fixed
distance between the transmitting and receiving antennas:
h1 (t) = F
−1
{√
S31 (ω)S12 (ω)
S23 (ω)
1
K (ω)
}
(6.7)
h2 (t) = F
−1
{√
S12 (ω)S23 (ω)
S31 (ω)
1
K (ω)
}
(6.8)
h3 (t) = F
−1
{√
S23 (ω)S31 (ω)
S12 (ω)
1
K (ω)
}
(6.9)
K(ω) denotes the constant that predominantly includes the signal differentiation
and Green’s function; see Eq. (6.10).
K (ω) =
jωe−jωr/c0
2pirc0
(6.10)
Equations (6.7) - (6.9) obviously show that the accuracy of the testing antenna
impulse response evaluation depends on the operational bandwidth of the remaining
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two antennas. As the frequency components outside this operational bandwidth are
mostly comparable to the noise spectrum, antennas with similar bandwidths should
be used.
6.1.5 Two Identical Antennas Method
As this method calculates the impulse response of two identical antennas, it
is less precise than the aforementioned technique due to ”averaging” of the two
responses. Nevertheless, since only one measurement is performed, errors originating
from different measuring distances are eliminated. The calculation of the impulse
response is then straight-forward; see Eq. (6.11).
hmeas(t) = F
−1
{√
S21(ω)
K (ω)
}
(6.11)
6.1.6 Reference Antenna Method
This method, also known as the gain transfer technique, requires one antenna
with exactly known parameters (gain or impulse response). In principle, it is neces-
sary to undertake two measurements so that the measured antenna gain (response)
can be calculated. First, the transmission between the unknown transmit antenna
and reference antenna (Sref (ω)) is measured. Subsequently, the reference antenna
(described by Href (ω)) is replaced by the measured antenna and Smeas(ω) is mea-
sured. Its impulse response is then calculated employing the following equation:
hmeas(t) = F
−1
{
Smeas(ω)
Sref (ω)
Href (ω)
}
(6.12)
In this case, although the channel response is canceled out, negligible reflections
from an adjacent object being assumed, the channel response attains 1. In addition,
the measured antenna response can be calculated only from one transmission mea-
surement with reference antenna, see Eq. (6.12). As it is going to be indicated later
in this text, the proposed method ensures over 99% agreement with the commonly
applied method. It should be also noticed that the correct evaluation of the impulse
response hmeas(t) by Eq. (6.13) is valid only within the operational frequency band-
width of the reference antenna. Otherwise negligible frequency components outside
this bandwidth can give rise to significant errors.
hmeas(t) = F
−1
{
S21(ω)
Href (ω)K(ω)
}
(6.13)
6.1.7 Inpulse Responses Comparison
The differences in results computed from three aforementioned methods are eval-
uated by means of the so-called fidelity factor, which is mostly used to quantitatively
describe the angular distortion of radiated pulse, with respect to the signal trans-
mitted in the main beam direction, [92].
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In this case, the fidelity factor is employed in order to compare the impulse
responses obtained from the three measurement methods. This factor preserves the
amplitude weighting and time shifting of signal and is defined as a maximal value
of the weighted cross-correlation of the reference href (t) and measured response
hmeas(t); see (6.14). The weighting factor normalizes the input signals in the way
ensuring their unit energies.
F = max
τ
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∞´
−∞
href (t)hmeas (t+ τ) dt√
∞´
−∞
|href (t)|2dt
∞´
−∞
|hmeas (t)|2dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(6.14)
The comparison of three basic measuring methods is demonstrated with three
identical double ridged horn (DRH) antennas DRH20 operating in the bandwidth
of 1.7 - 20 GHz [88], two larger Vivaldi antennas V1 and V2 designed by Sokol
and Piksa [93] (3.1 - 10.6 GHz) and three small Vivaldi antennas v1, v2 and v3
(3.1 - 10.6 GHz); [94], [95], [96]. The last mentioned are non-identical due to their
different feeding, where v1 has a classical radial stub to circular stub transition and
antennas v2 and v3 have a via to slot-line transition. All respective antennas are
depicted in Fig. 6.5 and Fig. 6.6.
Figure 6.5: Measured antennas DRH20 and Vivaldi V1.
Figure 6.6: Measured antennas Vivaldi v1 and v2.
The DRH antennas are chosen according to their wide operating frequency band-
widths. In principle, they show similar impedance and radiation characteristics to
those of Vivaldi antennas, which are widely used in ultra-wideband (UWB) systems.
The measurements are undertaken simultaneously in indoor conditions in both TD
and FD using Agilent scope DCAJ86100C and VNA40. Time domain data are
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obtained at 4096 points with the sampling rate equal to 163.84 GHz, whereas fre-
quency domain data are collected within the frequency range from 1 GHz to 26
GHz at 3201 frequency points. The closer description of particular systems was
previously described. Transmitting and receiving antennas are attached to the 1.5
m high tripods with a separation of 3 m. In comparison to the frequency domain
measurement, where the transmitting and receiving antennas are connected directly
to VNA via coaxial cables, the nonlinear amplifier is connected between the Agilent
scope and transmitting antenna in TD measurement arrangement. The amplifier
then generates excitation impulses demonstrated in Fig. 6.3. For the in-depth com-
parison of results, all gathered data are processed in the same frequency bandwidth.
All measurements are summarized in Tab. 6.1. Each combination of three, two or
one transmitting and receiving antenna(s) is measured. Three antennas method can
be apparently performed in order to calculate the impulse response for all presented
antennas by combining the measured transfer functions. The obtained results are
used as a reference for the reference antenna method.
Table 6.1: Antenna measurement set-ups.
Meas. No. Transmitting - receiving antenna
1 DRH1 - DRH2 DRH2 - DRH3 DRH3 - DRH1
2 v1 - v2 v2 - v3 v3 - v1
3 DRH1 - V1 DRH1 - V2 -
4 DRH2 - V1 DRH2 - V2 -
5 DRH3 - V1 DRH3 - V2 -
6 V1 - V2 - -
The comparison of normalized DRH20-1 antenna impulse responses calculated
from the time and frequency domain data are indicated in Fig. 6.7 and Fig. 6.8. The
used DRH antennas are assumed to be identical. This assumption is underpinned
by the existence of very similar measured responses (Fig. 6.9). Therefore, further
comparisons are going to be based uniquely on results related to one DRH antenna.
In addition, Fig. 6.10 shows a good agreement of the DRH impulse responses cal-
culated from both, time and frequency domain data.
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Figure 6.7: Impulse responses of DRH20 measured in TD.
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Figure 6.8: Impulse responses of three DRH20 antennas measured in FD.
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Figure 6.9: Comparison of DRH20 antennas measured in TD.
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Figure 6.10: Comparison of DRH20 antennas measured in TD and FD.
Fig. 6.7 and 6.8 show a very good correspondence of acquired impulse responses
of different methods. Reference antenna measurements are carried out according
to the aforementioned one transmission measurement. Moreover, in comparison to
the commonly used reference antenna method (Eq. (6.12)), the difference in results
obtained from the proposed method (Eq. (6.13)) equals barely 0.07 %, see Fig. 6.11.
In case of the rest of antennas, the difference fluctuates between 0.05 % and 0.09 %.
Three antennas method is employed for three transmission measurements of
DRH20-3, V1 and V2. The impulse responses of Vivaldi antennas are subsequently
calculated. The agreement of this method with two antennas method and reference
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Figure 6.11: Comparison of commonly used reference antenna method (Eq. (6.12))
and proposed method for DRH20 antenna (Eq. (6.13)).
antenna method is shown in Fig. 6.12. The reference antenna method produces
results that are slightly different from results of both previous methods.
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Figure 6.12: Impulse response of V1 Vivaldi antenna obtained from TD data.
The impulse responses of small Vivaldi antennas v1 and v2 (v3 are nearly iden-
tical to v2 ) are presented in Fig. 6.13 and 6.14.
Due to weighting of v1 and v2 responses, the different feeding of the first an-
tenna leads to the incorrect calculation of its impulse response (in case that the two
antennas method is applied), see Fig. 6.13. This phenomenon is obvious from the
negative peak of response, which is suppressed.
The comparison of results shows a very good agreement of impulse responses
computed by the aforementioned three basic methods from both time and frequency
data.
The three antennas method ensures a high accuracy of results by measuring three
pairs of three unknown antennas. Furthermore, all three impulse responses for these
antennas can be calculated. The two identical antennas method also shows similar
results, although the calculated impulse responses can differ from real ones in case
of non-identical or only similar antennas. This is demonstrated in case of v1 and
v2 Vivaldi antennas, where the first antenna comprises a classical radial stub to
circular stub transition, while the other antenna (or even v3 ) involves a via to the
slot-line transition. Yet the reference antenna method offers worse results, which is
attributable to the fact that the presented impulse characteristics do not comprise
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Figure 6.13: Impulse response of v1 Vivaldi antenna obtained from TD data.
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Figure 6.14: Impulse response of v2 Vivaldi antenna obtained from TD data.
the excitation signal. Thus these responses depend substantially on the antennas
frequency operating bandwidth. In case of two and three antennas methods, similar
types of antennas are used, while in case of the reference antenna method, more
heterogeneous types of antennas are employed.
6.2 Antenna Pattern Correction in NF-FF Trans-
formation
Antenna compensation process (or antenna pattern correction) is typically per-
formed involving first order algorithms, [97], [98], that assume limited spherical
harmonics of the antenna radiation pattern. It follows, that only few (i.e. 1, 2 or
3) harmonics are utilized in order to compensate the antenna effect. However, this
assumption has limited accuracy in case of broadband structures and full compen-
sation need to be performed. The antenna compensation technique, used in this
thesis, follows method derived in [99].
In this case antenna radiation pattern can be represented by superposition of
cylindrical functions. Its relation to backscattered field is based upon Graf’s addition
theorem, (Eq. 2.35), which in cylindrical coordinate system states that a displaced
cylindrical harmonic function can be constructed from a linear superposition of un-
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displaced cylindrical harmonic functions. Following [97] and CNFFFT technique,
antenna pattern correction has form of Eq. (6.15).
SFF (φ, k) =
1
4
√
R0
jpik
N∑
n=−N
(−j)n
An (2kR0)
UNFr (n, k) e
jnφ (6.15)
Convolution expansion kernel incorporates sum of weighted cylindrical harmonics
An(2kR0), see Eq. (6.16).
An(2kR0) =
M∑
m=−M
jmam(k)H
(1)
n+m(2kR0) (6.16)
Here, each coefficient of kernel harmonic An is represented as a sum of Hankel
funcionsH
(1)
n+m weighted by azimuthal harmonics of antenna radiation pattern am(k).
Number of pattern harmonics is limited by M , that is chosen as stated previously in
this subsection. By omitting the antenna pattern correction, m = 0 and Eq. (6.16)
transforms to form of Eq. (2.43).
In this case, measurement of antenna DRH20 is undertaken according to mea-
surement scheme described in subsection 4.2.4) - RCS Normalization. Impulse or
frequency responses are subsequently calculated following two identical antennas
method (see Eq. 6.11). Coefficients am(k) can be then acquired by taking 1D FFT
of antenna frequency response or 2D FFT of its impulse response.
Measured and computed TD response (at mainlobe direction) and its envelope
are depicted in Fig. 6.15. The envelope is obtained from analytical impulse response
calculated by means of Hilbert transform. It actually localizes the energy distribu-
tion in time and it is hence a direct measure for the dispersion of an antenna. For
high data rates transfer and high-resolution imaging purposes the width of envelope
(expressed for its half power level) should not exceed hundreds of ps. Fig. 6.16
then shows change of the calculated envelope with azimuth. It follows, that most of
energy is radiated within approximately ±38° azimuthal span. Radiated impulses
are dispersed in other directions. This information is, beside radiation pattern,
particularly useful in radar imaging.
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Figure 6.15: Impulse response of DRH20 and its envelope.
Additional oscillations of impulse response denote so called ringing caused by
resonances due to energy storage and/or multiple reflections within antenna. Os-
cillation of radiated/received impulse then occur as consequence. Long duration of
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Figure 6.16: Azimuthal dependency of transient impulse response envelope of
DRH20.
ringing can interfere with target reflections in case of very short distance between
target and antenna (i.e. up to 1 m).
Based on the calculated responses other TD and FD antenna characteristics can
be easily computed (antenna factor, radiation pattern, gain, etc.). Following fig.
6.17 depicts measured normalized radiation patterns at frequencies 5, 10 and 15
GHz with corresponding half power beamwidth (HPBW). It can be calculated, that
targets measured at distance 1.5 m are still illuminated by main beam (approx.
±20°), nevertheless with significant taper.
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Figure 6.17: Measured radiation patterns of antenna DRH 20.
Angular harmonics of the antenna are then stated in Fig. 6.18. Number of
significant harmonics grows with increasing frequency as expected. Following Fourier
theory, azimuthal spectrum broaden as beamwidth narrows and vice versa.
Number of harmonics am used for RCS correction actually approximates antenna
radiation pattern, see Fig. 6.19.
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Figure 6.18: Azimuthal harmonics of radiation patterns of DRH20.
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Figure 6.19: a) Original radiaton patterns compared to reconstructed patterns from:
b) 10 harmonics and c) 3 harmonics.
Original radiation patterns are compared to those reconstructed from 3 and 10
fundamental harmonics. As 3-harmonics reconstruction narrows mainbeam at low
frequencies and suppresses sidelobes, radiation patterns reconstructed from 10 har-
monics show 95% fidelity with reference ones in azimuthal range±40°. Thus, m = 10
harmonics is therefore used for antenna pattern (abbreviated as AP) compensation.
AP Corrected RCS of 870x40x40 mm Prism
Applicability of AP compensation method is demonstrated on NF-FF reconstruc-
tion of 870 mm long prism, see Fig. 6.20, where AP corrected RCS of the prism
(blue line) is compared to uncompensated NF-FF RCS and RCS modeled in FEKO
software (green and red line respectively).
Compared to AP uncompensated case, corrected pattern shows overall better
correspondence with modeled RCS across frequency bandwidth. At 5 GHz, posi-
tion and amplitude levels of sidelobes are restored. However, remaining alternating
sidelobe levels cannot be compensated due to interference phenomenon (it will be
obvious from restored images of the target stated later in this thesis). Improvement
of sidelobe levels is observable at higher frequencies, see Fig. 6.21 and Fig. 6.22. In
these cases, trend of patterns is particularly restored, nevertheless, errors described
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Figure 6.20: RCS of the 870x40x40 mm prism reconstructed from NF data at f = 5
GHz utilizing AP correction - comparison with FEKO simulation.
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Figure 6.21: RCS of the 870x40x40 mm bar reconstructed from NF data at f = 10
GHz utilizing AP correction - comparison with FEKO simulation.
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Figure 6.22: RCS of the 870x40x40 mm bar reconstructed from NF data at f = 15
GHz utilizing AP correction - comparison with FEKO simulation.
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above rise with sensitivity of phase measurement at higher frequencies. In addition,
low azimuthal sampling leads to uncertainties in sidelobe levels determination.
AP Corrected RCS of Antitank Missile PG-7M
CNFFFT technique is based on scattering model of the target. It assumes that
target consists of individual scattering points without mutual interaction. In other
words multiple reflections are treated as single one that leads to incorrect alignment
of individual scattering points in image processing and also errors in RCS evalua-
tion. Therefore antitank missile PG-7M is used in this thesis as a complex target
containing multiple scattering parts. Test range with the target is depicted in Fig.
6.23. In the next Fig. 6.24, there is accurate model of PG-7M created in CST
Microwave Studio.
Figure 6.23: Measurement of PG-7M in anechoic chamber.
Figure 6.24: CST model of PG-7M.
The target is measured in the same configuration as in the case of long prism.
However, additional absorbers located near the target are removed in order to elim-
inate mutual interactions.
Basic dimensions of PG-7M and its FF ranges are tabulated in Tab. 6.2. First
dimension stands for length whereas second represents diameter of warhead.
Results presented in following figures Fig. 6.25 - Fig. 6.27 show reconstructed
RCS of missile with AP corrected at frequencies 5, 10 and 15 GHz.
In the first one, measured NF RCS (light green line) and AP corrected NF-
FF RCS (blue line) are compared to numerical RCS computed from CST model
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Table 6.2: Dimensions of RPG and distances min. RFF and R0.
Dim.(mm) Dim. (xλmax, xλmin) RFF (m) R0 (m) R0(xRFF )
960 x 70 9.6 x 0.7, 57.0 x 0.7 18.43 - 110.59 1.5 0.081 - 0.014
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Figure 6.25: RCS of the PG-7M reconstructed from NF data at f = 5 GHz - com-
parison with CST simulation.
(red line). Measured NF traces will not be plotted in further figures due to clarity
reasons. Values to−90° position represent RCS computed form side to a tip positions
of warhead whereas +90° angle denotes RCS from stabilization propellers of the
missile.
Reconstructed FF RCS of the target, even measured in its reactive-radiative
field, corresponds in general with simulated values in this case. Multiple reflections,
arisen from particular target components, create alternating and uneven sidelobes
in resulting RCS pattern. It occurs mainly in azimuthal range (−90, 0)°. It is more
obvious in case of reconstructed RCS at 10 and 15 GHz. Incorrect RCS values
of front part of the missile can be accounted to both measurement and processing
uncertainties.
Comparing to previous case, RCS calculated at 10 GHz shows generally bet-
ter correspondence of corrected and simulated FF patterns. However, RCS pattern
within (−50,−15°) cannot be successfully restored due to rising complex scatter-
ing mechanisms at shorter wavelength and unpredictable field variations in reactive
near-field. This phenomena can be observed in greater measure at 15 GHz, see Fig.
6.27. Size of some target components is comparable to actual wavelength (2 cm in
this case). This in turn creates scattered field that cannot be translated to FF RCS
by employed CNFFFT method. Furthermore, maximum values of sidelobes cannot
be clearly determined owing to insufficient azimuthal sampling 0.5°. It need to be
mentioned that simulated results are sampled 0.2°.
Relative NF-FF corrected RCSs of PG-7M for whole frequency bandwidth is
depicted in Fig. 6.28. Fig. 6.29 then represents maximum absolute of RCS - note,
that its maximum varies in azimuth with frequency.
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Figure 6.26: RCS of the PG-7M reconstructed from NF data at f = 10 GHz -
comparison with CST simulation.
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Figure 6.27: RCS of the PG-7M reconstructed from NF data at f = 15 GHz -
comparison with CST simulation.
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Figure 6.28: RCS of the PG-7M - comparison of: a) NF RCS data with b) NF-FF
corrected RCS patterns.
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Figure 6.29: Absolute value of RCS of the PG-7M reconstructed from NF data -
comparison with CST simulation.
6.3 Intermediate Results Summary
In this part of thesis, impact of broadband antenna radiation pattern on tapering
of RCS patterns has been shown. In order to correct this influence, it is necessary
to know a broadband radiation pattern of the antenna. Following this, measure-
ment and calculation of impulse responses, based on TD and FD measurements,
have been proposed in this thesis in order to obtain radiation patterns across wide
frequency range. Validity of presented technique has been confirmed by compre-
hensive set of measurement employing different antenna structures. Furthermore,
knowledge of obtained impulse responses are useful in short-range RCS (or SAR,
ISAR) measurements since TD and FD antenna characteristics (as a signal disper-
sion, ringing, phase center, gain etc.) can be calculated from impulse responses.
Based on obtained results, AP correction technique has been utilized in CNFFFT
method. Since the applicability of this method has been poorly published and only
shown on basic numerical models till now (thus under ideal conditions), [99], [100],
AP compensation has been shown on measurement of long prism, where the pattern
truncation became obvious. Furthermore, applicability of overall proposed correc-
tion scheme has been verified by measuring antitank missile PG-7M acting as target
with complex scattering mechanisms. In addition, all obtained results will be used
further in ISAR imaging.
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Chapter 7
Objects Shape
Reconstruction by ISAR
Imaging
Inverse synthetic aperture Radar (ISAR) is still a powerful signal processing
technique providing a high-resolution 2D image of a target of interest. ISAR images
are created by coherent processing of signals backscattered from target. It is based
on the same concept as SAR method, although they differ in the way of received
signal processing and creating a focused image of target. To form an image, ISAR
employs rotation of target so radar collects sequence of signals reflected successively
from different views of target. As in case of SAR, it can be operated at very short
ranges to scan object (area) of interest. It brings errors due to NF effects (discussed
formerly in this thesis) defocussing image of target. ISAR processing actually im-
ages their scattering points that are moved to incorrect positions owing to spherical
wave propagation.
7.1 ISAR Imaging
Based on this fact, images of selected targets will be computed by ISAR pro-
cessing from formerly obtained NF-FF AP corrected data. NF errors will be also
demonstrated at uncorrected data.
According to section 2.6, ISAR image I(x′, y′) can be obtained from NF-FF
corrected data SFF (φ, kr) in following way, see Eq. (7.1).
I(x′, y′) =
piˆ
0
∞ˆ
−∞
SFF (φ, kr)|kr|ej2pikr(x′ cos(φ)+y′ sin(φ))dkrdφ (7.1)
Coordinates (x′, y′) determine position of each pixel in the image. This integral
actually represents filtered back-projection of SFF (φ, kr) data, that are referred to
individual projections in terms of ISAR imaging. Every slice - corrected frequency
response of target is multiplied by ramp filter |kr|, that in fact represents vector of
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frequency (down-range wavenumber) data. This high-pass filter provides de-blurring
of final image I(x′, y′). Integral can be resolved by inverse Radon transform, that
is, together with filtered back-projection technique, described in Appendix C.
ISAR processing is used for both, NF data and NF-FF corrected signals of for-
merly presented targets in order to investigate errors caused by NF measurements
and verify imaging capability of CNFFFT technique. Since all used targets are
symmetrical and therefore measured only in (0 − 180°) azimuthal span, presented
images are mirrored for remaining angles and symmetrical around x axis as well.
Resolution in both directions is 1 cm. It is calculated from Eq. (2.6).
Firstly, ISAR image of short prism is computed from NF data and then from
NF-FF corrected values, see Fig. 7.1 and Fig. 7.2.
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Figure 7.1: ISAR image of the 425x80x80 mm prism reconstructed from NF data.
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Figure 7.2: ISAR image of the 425x80x80 mm prism reconstructed from corrected
NF-FF data.
Strongest spots are result of inverse Radon transform processing and represent
edges of the prism. Their intensity reduces contrast of other parts of target. Other
noticeable unwanted right-angled artifacts are consequence of very strong reflection
from front and side part of the prism (when is turned parallel and perpendicularly to
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antenna). Shape of the uncorrected target show 8 mm displacement of prism corners
in down-range direction due to NF effects. This phenomenon is reduced practically
to zero (considering given resolution) after NF-FF data correction. Corners are also
more localized.
In next step, images of long prism are calculated in the same manner as first
case. Fig. 7.3 shows sinograms of unprocessed NF data compared to NF-FF cor-
rected values. Sinogram is referred to arrangement of range profiles of reflectivity
measurements (projections) for all azimuthal angles into matrix (Radon space). The
term is derived from full 360 degree projections of the point scatterer located off-
center that forms sine-like image of Radon space.
a) b)
Figure 7.3: Sinograms of the 870x40x40 mm prism - a) uncorrected and b) NF-FF
corrected data.
Down range label is centered according to target rotation center. It is deter-
mined primarily from the knowledge of actual distance between antenna aperture
and rotary support center. Exact target center is then corrected based on reflections
from target oriented parallel and perpendicularly to antenna.
Sinogram of NF-FF corrected data shows localized reflections, mainly from per-
pendicular orientation of target (approx. 0°). Furthermore, reflections from front
part of prism are restored for different azimuthal angles (observable at±(60°−120°)).
In both cases, horizontal, almost unvarying reflections, represent interaction of target
and near located objects, mainly rotary support, that could not be mathematically
suppressed. On the other hand, vertical strong reflections are introduced by pre-
processing steps. This error only increases overall noise floor in image domain and
has negligible effect on resulting shape of target.
Effects of spherical wave are more noticeable in reconstructed images - Fig. 7.4
depicts uncorrected contours of long prism. Edges are translated in down range
approximately 4.7 cm compared to actual positions. Taking into account width of
prism 4 cm, reconstructed long sides are crossing and create spurious reflections in
resulting image. Four distinct spots situated at approximate positions ±6.3 cm in
cross range denote interactions of target and its support (round dielectric disc of 12
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cm in diameter). Due to these mutual unwanted reflections, shape of this support
is partially visible even though it has been canceled out from data by means of
background subtraction.
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Figure 7.4: ISAR image of the 870x40x40 mm prism reconstructed from NF data.
Performance of employed correction process is demonstrated in Fig. 7.5, where
the correct shape of prism is restored.
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Figure 7.5: ISAR image of the 870x40x40 mm prism reconstructed from corrected
NF-FF data.
Following results show image reconstruction of antitank PG-7M missile. Sino-
grams of uncorrected NF and NF-FF corrected data are depicted in Fig. 7.6 and
Fig. 7.7) respectively.
Comparing these images, data are corrected in same manner as in case of long
prism - NF errors are most noticeable at misaligned reflections from utmost parts
of the target located at about ±25°. After NF-FF processing, not only positions of
these reflections are corrected but also new reflections are observable. Silhouette of
target is therefore superimposed to corrected sinogram (Fig. 7.7) in order to con-
nect particular reflections with corresponding parts of target. It thus shows spatial
distribution of these reflections related to target rotation from which contribution of
individual parts to total scattered field can be determined. As expected, strongest
scattering belong to parts where multiple or strong specular reflections occur - sta-
bilization propeller part, motor jets (at around 0 m in downrange), cone-shaped
warhead etc. In addition, stronger scattering from motor jets occurs due to their
cavities when missile tail is pointing towards antenna (−180°, 0°).
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Figure 7.6: Sinogram of the PG-7M missile - uncorrected NF data.
Figure 7.7: ISAR image of the PG-7M target reconstructed from corrected FF data.
ISAR image, corresponding to unprocessed sinogram, shows inaccurate deter-
mined target shape, mainly of its utmost parts, where NF error is highest, see Fig.
7.8. This effect actually dramatically shorten the target in image domain. Contrary
to that, NF-FF processed image, stated in Fig. 7.9, shows considerable improvement
of target shape, even though some parts are not retrieved correctly, i.e. front part of
warhead and tail (after propellers) and also transition located at 0.2 m cross-range
position. These errors are caused by incorrectly determined FF signals from NF
data by means of CNFFFT algorithm, as stated in Fig. 6.25 - 6.27, depicting abso-
lute value of RCS patterns. These can be also addressed to complicated scattering
mechanisms.
In the last Fig. 7.10, silhouette of missile is superimposed into retrieved image
(Fig. 7.9). Shape of reconstructed target corresponds with real object in general.
Another clutter reflections located around the target are product of inverse Radon
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transform and are connected to those in sinogram.
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Figure 7.8: ISAR image of the PG-7M target reconstructed from uncorrected NF
data.
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Figure 7.9: ISAR image of the PG-7M target reconstructed from corrected NF-FF
data.
Figure 7.10: ISAR image ofthe PG-7M target reconstructed from corrected FF data.
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7.2 Images Noise Reduction by Means of Princi-
pal Component Analysis
In the field of RCS measurement and analysis, large amount of data is often
needed in order to obtain required correct characteristics. Data are typically col-
lected for several target or measuring antennas configurations on one or more fre-
quencies within defined azimuthal extent. Sampling in both, down-range (or fre-
quency) and azimuth, depends on the required downrange resolution, unambiguous
range and azimuthal resolution. Most of the targets have numerous scattering cen-
ters causing complex scattering mechanisms that result in many sidelobes in RCS
pattern. Furthermore, by increasing frequency, the number of sidelobes grows thus
they can be separated from each other by less than 1°, see Fig. 6.22 or Fig. 6.27 for
instance.
To avoid a ”smoothing” of the RCS pattern in this case, data need to be mea-
sured with azimuthal step even smaller than 0.1°. Such measurements are important
for both, precise RCS determination for research purposes and also for further pro-
cessing in statistical analysis ( such as determining RCS average value, its standard
deviation etc.) or radar imagery. In last mentioned case, very high-resolution (even
sub-mm) images of target under test can be obtained using appropriate methods.
However, resolving the shape of target, where lot of its scattering points are located,
requires suppressing of the overall clutter reflections, that are present in each image.
In case of ISAR imaging, reflections located far from target can be gated out from
signals. Remaining clutter reflections near target or even interfering with it cannot
be simply suppressed. These can reduce clarity of image and also lower contrast of
target shape.
One of the often used technique in clutter reduction is smoothing, that is used
to approximate the data set by means of some transformation convolution kernel. It
results basically in reducing additive noise and also capturing the important pattern
in the original data set. The most common transformation algorithm, among other
(Kalman, Butherworth, low-pass filters etc.), is moving-average, that replaces each
point by sliding unweighted mean of the n adjacent points. In the term of RCS
the weighting window and angular slide step need to be chosen according to the
variation of nulls and maximum of sidelobes and depending on objective criteria.
Nevertheless, these techniques can suppress successfully only random clutter.
Except methods mentioned above, more sophisticated technique Principal com-
ponent Analysis (PCA), based on statistical approach, is used here in order to reduce
clutter (random as well as static errors) in ISAR images and also for dramatical re-
duction of dimensionality of resulting data sets. It is based on assumption, that
each image (or data set) consists of patterns separable from each other. Usability of
proposed technique has been proven earlier by eliminating backscattered field from
obstacles (mainly wall) in though-wall imaging and even by ground removal in case
of buried objects detection, see [78].
According to stated fact and theoretical background presented in section 2.7,
selected targets, namely 425x80x80 mm prism and missile PG-7M, are subject of
PCA. Here, ISAR images of targets are used rather then their sinograms since PCA-
processed sinograms introduce significant errors (mainly shape distortion, absence
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of contours) in subsequent ISAR images.
ISAR image of target represents in terms of PCA data set X, that can be trans-
formed into new matrix Y through transformation matrix S. Contrarily, original
data set can be then obtained via PCA transform, see Eq. (7.2). Matrix Y actu-
ally states for mutually uncorrelated output data and S represents set of principal
components (PC).
X˜ = STnYn (7.2)
Here, new data set X˜ can be restored from original one employing only n output
data vectors according to n PCs. Maximum amount of components is selected, based
on cumulative sum of their variances. In this case, first n most significant PCs, that
account for 90% − 95% of total variance, are selected. This value is determined,
regarding to formerly performed experiments, in order to maintain relevant data in
image and to suppress unwanted clutter as well.
PCA of Short 425x80x80 mm Prism
As stated formerly in this section, PCA decomposition of short prism image is
performed firstly to demonstrate principle of clutter and dimensionality reduction.
Fig. 7.11 represents most significant PCs with percentage contribution of each PC to
total variance. Here, number of PCs is limited to 35, even though maximum number
corresponds to number of image columns. It can be observed, that data belonging to
first component yield about 95% of total variance, see Fig. 7.12. Therefore, image
restored only from first PC carries most of information of original image. This is
outlined in Fig. 7.13, where images are restored utilizing first, second and third PC
respectively.
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Figure 7.11: Contribution of principal components to total variance.
Owing to very strong reflection from side of the prism (perpendicularly oriented
towards antenna), considerable artifacts arise outside of shape of prism during ISAR
process (Radon transform) and therefore account for a first PC result.
Comparison of original image of prism and image restored from three aforemen-
tioned components is illustrated in Fig. 7.14. Employing PCA technique, evident
artifacts are suppressed in case of restored image. The rest of unused PCs is there-
fore assumed to be a clutter part with no useful information for detection purposes.
It is obvious, that unwanted artifacts or patterns, corresponding geometrically and
in amplitude to reconstructed shape, cannot be simply eliminated by PCA method.
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Figure 7.12: Cumulative sum of the partial variances of principal components.
Figure 7.13: Prism 425x80x80 mm restored only from 1., 2. and 3. PC.
In this case, dimensionality of data used can be dramatically reduced. Suppose
rectangular image of 800x800 pixels yielding 640000 data points in total. Using PCA,
only 800x6 (4800) data points are needed for reconstruction (involving 3 PCs).
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a) b)
Figure 7.14: Comparison of a) original and b) restored image only from first 3 PCs.
PCA of PG-7M Missile
ISAR, CT based imaging technique produces false reflections in image domain,
mainly in case of targets whose scattered field is based on complex scattering mech-
anisms, see i.e. Fig. 7.17. Image of missile contains extensive amount of artifacts
surrounding the target shape, that can be eliminated by means of PCA.
Calculated variances of PCs of missile image are depicted in Fig. 7.15. This
trace does not evince observable break between variance contribution of particular
PC. Therefore, more PCs are involved in target shape reconstruction. In order to
obtain image retaining at least 90% of total variance, 15 or more PCs need to be
used in reconstruction, see Fig. 7.16.
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Figure 7.15: Contribution of principal components to total variance.
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Figure 7.16: Cumulative sum of the partial variances of principal components.
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Image of missile reconstructed form all PCs is stated in Fig. 7.17. Difference of
such reconstructed image from original one is in order of 1−15%. Contrarily, image
of target involving only 15 PCs is depicted in Fig. 7.18. Most of minor artifacts is
suppressed whereas important parts of target shape are retained. Difference of this
reconstructed image with original one is less then 19%, where most significant error
accounts for reflections from propeller part of missile, see Fig. 7.19. Comparison of
restored images with corresponding PCA errors is stated in Appendix D. Further-
more, PCA of another target image - Malyutka anti-tank missile - is also presented,
see Appendix D.2.
In addition, assuming the same number of image points as in previous case, only
24000 values are needed for image reconstruction using 15 PCs.
Figure 7.17: PG-7M restored from all PCs.
Figure 7.18: PG-7M restored only from first 15 PCs.
Figure 7.19: Difference between original image and restored one from 15 PCs (in
%).
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7.3 Intermediate Results Summary
In this chapter, proposed NF-FF correction scheme has been utilized in or-
der to restore high-resolution ISAR images of selected targets since applicability
of CNFFFT technique have not been presented yet for imaging purposes. Firstly,
images of short and long metal prisms have been calculated by means of inverse
Radon transform from uncorrected (NF) and NF-FF corrected data. It has been
shown, that proposed technique is well-applicable even for targets measured at very
short distances in terms of reactive and radiative field of targets. Next, image of
PG-7M missile has been restored. Impact of errors related to measurements and
processing have been discussed. Last mentioned can bring undesirable or false re-
flections to resulting images. Therefore, PCA technique has been utilized as a clutter
suppression method. Its usability has been formerly described in [78].
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
This thesis deals with objects characterization by means of wideband signals,
that leads to determination of objects RCS and even shape based on their scat-
tering properties. Knowledge of RCS parameters is important across industry and
military applications worldwide. However, more available short-range sites, together
with increasing test frequencies, lead to near field measurements of targets and sub-
sequent far field RCS extrapolations of acquired data. Near-to-far field transfor-
mation techniques are still subject of interest and development since complete and
optimal solution have not been found yet. Wideband measurements in near field
imply another challenges in targets characterization.
Following above mentioned facts, main aim of this thesis can be divided into sev-
eral consecutive parts. At first, it comprises far field RCS retrieval from broadband
measurements undertaken in vicinity of the target. It focuses on one-plain circular
near field measurements with subsequent image-based far field RCS approximation
(CNFFFT), that has been validated utilizing mostly numerical simulations till now.
Furthermore, non-ideal probing antenna introduces tapering and other errors into
measured data and thus it is object of further correction. According to outlined
correction process, next aim involves calculation of targets high-resolution images.
Results achieved and presented in this thesis can be summarized into following
parts:
 NF - FF RCS approximation from broadband measurements
Firstly, methodology of RCS pattern calculation from broadband measure-
ments, undertaken in short-range full anechoic chamber, has been proposed as
prerequisite for further processing of both, NF and FF data. More detailed
analysis of basic correction techniques (namely time gating and background
subtraction) has been presented, since their improper utilization can introduce
several errors to resulting FF RCS patterns. Next, FF RCSs of test targets
have been measured and calculated to verify proposed pre-processing scheme.
It has been shown, that accurate absolute values of RCS can be evaluated
without need of indirect measurement with known reference target.
Following this, NF, mono-static, broadband measurements of electrically large
targets (comprising metal prisms) have been undertaken at very short distance
that ranges from 0.4RFF to 0.017RFF of their actual FF range (according to
frequency) in order to calculate their FF RCS utilizing proposed NF-FF RCS
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correction scheme. Acquired results then show very good correspondence with
simulated patterns in CST and FEKO simulation software. Furthermore, they
have revealed errors caused by interactions of target and background objects
and also impact of radiation patterns of test antenna. Nevertheless, proposed
scheme has been proven to be suitable technique used for determining FF RCS
of electrically large objects (4.25λ − 52.2λ).
 Correction of antenna pattern influence
In case of short-range measurements of electrically large objects, test antenna
is located in their NF and introduces tapering errors in estimated FF RCS
patterns. For purpose of this thesis, broadband antenna radiation patterns
thus need to be known. Therefore, novel calculation of impulse responses,
based on TD and FD measurements, have been proposed in order to obtain
radiation patterns across wide frequency range. Validity of presented technique
has been confirmed by comprehensive set of measurements employing different
antenna structures. Knowledge of obtained impulse responses are also useful
in short-range RCS (or SAR, ISAR) measurements since TD and FD antenna
characteristics (as a signal dispersion, ringing, phase center, gain etc.) can be
calculated from these responses. Acquired results have been then utilized in
antenna pattern correction in CNFFFT scheme. Applicability of this method
has been poorly published in papers and has been shown mostly on basic
numerical models till now. Furthermore, in most cases the antenna effects are
neglected.
Therefore, antenna pattern compensation has been applied in this thesis to
data acquired from measurement of long prism, where the pattern trunca-
tion became obvious. Improvement of sidelobe levels can be observed at se-
lected frequencies so trend of these RCS patterns corresponds to simulated
values. Nevertheless, multiple reflections from adjacent objects, short mea-
surement range together with low azimuthal sampling lead to uncertainties in
sidelobe positions and level determination, that cannot be suppressed by any
of presented methods. In addition, applicability of overall proposed correction
scheme has been verified by measuring antitank missile PG-7M acting as tar-
get with complex scattering mechanisms.
 Objects shape reconstruction from FF-restored data, clutter and di-
mensionality reduction of obtained images
Effects of NF measurements have been demonstrated on calculated ISAR im-
ages. Phase differences of incident wave at target plane cause misalignment of
scattering centers and even formation of false scattering centers of target in
image domain. Practically, distortion of target contours can lead to its incor-
rect identification. Based on proposed overall NF-FF scheme presented in the
thesis, above described distortion has been suppressed thus ISAR images of
targets correspond to their real shape. In this case, images of short and long
prisms, as well as PG-7M missile have been successfully reconstructed. In ad-
dition, image of another antitank missile has been computed. Measurements
and subsequent data processing introduce errors in images in form of clut-
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ter - artifacts arisen mostly from unfiltered reflections. Other then originate
from imaging technique (inverse Radon transform) itself. These errors have
been eliminated from respective images by means of PCA technique. Advan-
tages and disadvantages of this approach have been also discussed. Besides,
data needed for image reconstruction have been dramatically reduced utilizing
PCA.
In conclusion, this thesis brings approach and solution to objects characterization
in terms of their monostatic RCSs and TD responses applied to image reconstruc-
tion process, based on measurements in near radiative/reactive field of respective
objects in full anechoic chamber. It shows applicability of proposed measurement
and subsequent calculation scheme. Since it connects several correction techniques,
whose properties have been formerly presented and tested incorporating only basic
simulations in most cases, this thesis deals with measurements in real, non-ideal
conditions. It reveals problems related to respective techniques that cannot be fully
covered here. These facts, together with presented results, therefore create new
possibilities for further work, such as:
 sensitivity analysis of particular parts of proposed scheme,
 analysis of accuracy of NF-FF technique according to different dimensions of
measured targets,
 utilization of measurements for differently polarized test antenna and describ-
ing cross-polarization effects,
 antenna tapering effects would be investigated using different antenna struc-
tures,
 investigating of new clutter reduction techniques.
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Appendix A
Measurement Setup in
Anechoic Chamber
M bje teasured o c
VNA
ZVA40
Turn Table
Stepped motor
driver
Computer
Tx/Rx
R = 4 mmax
Figure A.1: Monostatic measurement scheme in anechoic chamber
Figure A.2: Rotary support and test antenna in anechoic chamber.
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Appendix B
Mason’s Rule
The Mason’s rule or Mason’s formula represents a method to obtain a transfer
function of the linear system from so-called signal flow graph. In the Fig. B.1 there
is the graph of the general two-port device (transmission line, amplifier, attenuator
etc.), where a1, a2, b1 and b2 represent nodes of the flow graph while the connections
of nodes (S11, S12, S21 and S22) stand for a paths.
S
11
S
22
S
21
S
12
a b1 2
b a1 2
Figure B.1: Flow chart of the 2-port device.
The Mason’s formula that describes a transfer function
b
a
of the general linear
system is stated in Eq. (B.1).
b
a
=
M∑
m=1
Pm
1 + N |m∑
n=1
(−1)nΣL(n)(m)

1 +
K∑
k=1
(−1)kΣL(k)
(B.1)
Pm is the m-th path from a to b. The path is defined as a sequence of branches
that are oriented from the a to b through the nodes, where no node is encountered
more than once within the path.
ΣL(n) represents the sum of the n-th order loops. The loop of first order is
defined as a product of the consecutive same-oriented branches connected to the
loop.
The second-order loop is defined as a product of any two non-touching loops of
the first order. Similarly, the loop of the third order is created as a product of
any three non-touching loops of the first order etc.
ΣL(n)(m) denotes the sum of the n-th order loops, that do not touch the m-th
loop.
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Appendix C
Radon Transform,
Projection Slice Theorem
C.1 Radon Transform
Radon transform, or rather its inverse form is widely used in the field of image
reconstruction, especially computed tomography, magnetic resonance imaging and
also ISAR processing. The transform was originally developed for medical imaging
to provide 2D cross-sectional images of 3D object from a set of X-ray transmission
measurements collected over 360 degree directions around the object. The forward
Radon transform Rφ(r) of an image represented by the 2D function f(x, y) can be
defined as a series of line integrals computed through the image at different distances
r1−rn from the origin for a given rotation angle φ. Mathematical expression is stated
in Eq. (C.1) and overall situation is depicted in Fig. C.1.
The results of the received signals measured from various angles are then inte-
grated to form the image, by means of the Projection Slice Theorem.
R(p, τ) =
∞ˆ
−∞
f(x, τ + px)dx =
∞¨
−∞
f(x, y)δ [y − (τ + px)] dydx = U(p, τ) (C.1)
Here, variables p and τ represent the slope of line r and intercepts of the inte-
gration line with y respectively.
A more frequently used and directly applicable form of the transform can be
defined by Eq. (C.2).
R(r, φ) =
∞¨
−∞
f(x, y)δ(x cos(φ) + y sin(φ)− r)dxdy (C.2)
This equation utilizes sampling property of Dirac delta function δ - it is nonzero
only if the argument of the Dirac function equals zero. The set of integrated lines
represents one projection at given rotation angle φ. Projections for all azimuthal
angles then create matrix (Radon space) referred to as a sinogram, since full 360
degree projections of the point scatterer located off-center forms its sine-like data
set.
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Figure C.1: Schematic derivation of Radon transform.
To reconstruct the image of the object from the sinogram, the inverse Radon
transform is applied. There are several techniques by which the inverse transform
can be calculated but the most common is Filtered Back Projection that is based
on Projection (or Central) Slice Theorem.
C.2 Projection Slice Theorem
Projection slice theorem relates the image of object and its Fourier k-space rep-
resentation (spatial harmonics) via pairs of Fourier transforms. It states that 1D FT
of given projection P (kr, φ) is equal to the slice of 2D FT of the image at the same
azimuthal angle φ as the respective projection. It is more obvious from Fig. C.2
and Eq. (C.3). Function I(x, y) represents back-projected image and kr is vector of
spatial harmonics along line r.
Following this, the image is reconstructed firstly by transforming of measured
projections into their spatial harmonics by means of FT. This data set needs to be
subsequently mapped and interpolated from circular into Cartesian coordinates and
transformed back to image (spatial) domain via 2D IFT. It can be shown, that this
transform actually represents filtered back-projection.
I(x, y) =
piˆ
0
∞ˆ
−∞
P (kr, φ)|kr|ej2pikr(x cos(φ)+y sin(φ))dkrdφ (C.3)
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Figure C.2: Projection slice theorem.
C.3 Filtered Backprojection
Filtered backprojection algorithm arises directly from projection slice theorem
mentioned above and it is also described by Eq. (C.3). It is split into two phases,
filtering and projection. The term |kr| represents actually ramp filter function. Re-
constructed image in k-space domain is thus filtered basically by high-pass filter and
subsequently transformed into image domain. The backprojection lies on filling a
matrix (representing image space) by particular transformed slice P (kr, φ) subse-
quently for whole angular span φ = 0− 360°. However, from the principle of Radon
transform, the coordinates of scattering centers cannot be exactly determined, only
their positions on the integration lines a1− an (Fig. C.1). The backprojected image
is therefore created as depicted in Fig. C.2.
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Appendix D
PCA of Reconstructed
Images
D.1 PG-7M Missile
Figure D.1: Image of PG-7M missile in anechoic chamber.
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Figure D.2: Reconstructed image of PG-7M from all principal components.
Figure D.3: Reconstructed image og PG-7M from 30 principal components, error
below 9.66 %.
Figure D.4: Reconstructed image of PG-7M from 15 principal components, error
below 18.62 %.
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Figure D.5: Reconstructed image of PG-7M from 10 principal components, error
below 21.83 %.
Figure D.6: Reconstructed image of PG-7M from 5 principal components, error
below 42.44 %.
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D.2 9M14 Malyutka Missile
The target is measured in anechoic chamber at distance 1.5 m, see Fig. D.7.
Images of ISAR reconstructed shape of missile and real one are depicted in Fig.
D.8. Corresponding principal components and its variances are stated in Fig. D.9,
whereas its cumulative sum is outlined in Fig. D.10. It is obvious, that 22 PCs stand
for 90 % of total variance and 45 PCs for 95 %. Image is corrupted by additional
constant reflection, that is represented by circle in the image, see Fig. D.11. It
stands for reflection from absorber situated in front of the target. This and other
clutter parts are successively removed by PCA processing, see Fig. D.12 and Fig.
D.13.
Figure D.7: Image of 9M14 Malyutka missile in anechoic chamber.
Figure D.8: Comparison of ISAR reconstructed image of 9M14 Malyutka missile
and its real image.
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Figure D.9: Contribution of principal components to total variance.
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Figure D.10: Cumulative sum of partial variances of principal components.
Figure D.11: Reconstructed image of 9M14 Malyutka missile from all principal
components.
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Figure D.12: Reconstructed image of 9M14 Malyutka missile from 45 principal
components.
Figure D.13: Reconstructed image of 9M14 Malyutka missile from 22 principal
components.
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